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==FCUIVLUMMr~ARY

This report summarizes a program conducted to design and evaluate TAS It

avionics, focusing on the air-to-air surveillance subsystem.

Concept of TCAS

The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is a system of
airborne equipment being developed by the FAA for the purpose of preventing

mid-air collisions. TCAS is intended as a collision avoidance backup to the

existing system of air traffic control.

In one mode of operation, illustrated in Fig. 1-1, TCAS would prevent a

collision between two aircraft, each equipped with a unit called TCAS II.
Each TCAS 11 would sense the presence of the other aircraft, measure its

location (in range, altitude, and bearing), detect a hazardous situation if

one develops, and then display a resolution advisory (such as'climb" or

"descend") to the pilot, after first carrying out an automatic coordination

between the two aircraft to assure that the action taken by one aircraft will

"" complement the action taken by the other aircraft.

As illstrated in Fig. i-1, the TCAS II also affords protection against

aircraft equipped with either Node S or existing Secondary Surveillance Radar
* .(SSR) transponders. For Mode S transponders, air-to-air surveillance is

carried out in Node S. For existing transponders, air-to-air surveillance is

carried out in Mode C* (using Mode C-only interrogations, to which Mode S

transponders do not reply). Mode S is used for surveillance of other
ATCS Il-equipped.

The TCAS II also affords protection against aircraft equipped with TCAS I

which is a simpler form of TCAS.-. In these cases, there is no automatic
cordination between the two aircraft; when necessary, the TCAS II generates a

resolution advisory unilaterally, and in all respects behaves as if the other

aircraft were equipped with just a transponder.

'° A TCAS II installation can conceptually be divided into two subsystems:

(I) surveillance and (2) control logic? The former is the subject of this

report. .

Air-to-Air Surveillance ..

Ar-to-air surveillance is accomplished by transmitting interrogations

and receiving replies. The range between the two aircraft is determined from

the time elapsed between interrogation transmission and reply reception. The

altitude of the target aircraft is obtained from the altitude code, which is

* contained in the reply. Bearing relative to the nose of own aircraft is

obtained by a direction finding antenna which is part of the TCAS II

installation. Rearing measurements are coarse (standard deviation of about

10*), and are used in a traffic display but not in the control logic.

"* * The distinction between Mode C and Mode S is explained in Ref. 1.

o-1
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, The FAA is also developing, separately fro" the work documented here, an

* 'Enhanced TWAS If- which uses a more accurate direction finding antenna

(standard deviation of about 1). The goal of that development is to achieve

*the capability for including horizontal resolution advisories in the control

.- logic.

The altitude of the target aircraft is reqjired by the TCAS II unit in

* order to generate vertical resolution advisories. Thus transponder-equipped

aircraft that are not altitude reporting cannot participate in 'WAS in this

- sense. For such aircraft, however, TCAS 11 can provide a measure of

- -protection in the form of traffic advisories. Here the display indicates to

the pilot the range and relative bearing of the target aircraft. Node C

- surveillance of such non-altitude reporting aircraft is more challenging than

in the altitude reporting case; the absence of an altitude measurement along
with each range measurement makes it more difficult to for-m tracks from the
set of received replies. This difficulty has been addressed in the TCAS
development program, and a special form of surveillance processing, tailored
to this mode, has been developed. This work is being documented separately.

Surveillance in High Aircraft Densities

The design of the air-to-air surveillance function of TCAS II builds on

the previous development of BCAS (Beacon Collision Avoidance System, Ref. 2),
by the addition of a number of improvements to accommodate higher aircraft
densities. The B AS design was intended for operation in low to moderate

densities up to 0.02 aircraft/mi . This value of density is not exceeded
throughout most of the airspace in the United States. But it is exceeded
locally in major metropolitan areas. Currently in parts of the Los Angeles

* Basin, the density averages about 0.1 aircraft/nmi2 . In 1981, the FAA adopted

• 'a change in the airborne collision avoidance concept, signified by the change
in name from BCAS ta TCAS. The design goal for aircraft density was changed
to include the naJor metropolitan areas plus an allowance for future growth in
air traffic. A density of 0.3 aircraft/nm 2 was adopted as the specific
goal.

In changing the BCAS design to accommodate this higher density, a number
of issues had to be considered. Primary among these is the issue of
synchronous garle in Mode C, illustrated in Fig. 1-2. Here, TCAS is
performing surveillance using omnidirectional Mode C interrogations. When
received, the replies from a particular aircraft-of-interest will be
overlapped by replies from other aircraft at approximately the same range.
This is called synchronous garble because the desired reply and the
interfering replies are triggered by the same interrogation. If, for example,
the aircraft-of-interest is at a range of 5 nmi and the aircraft density is
0.1 aircraft/sq. nmi, then the average number of other aircraft near enough in
range to cause synchronous garble is 11. It is impossible to reliably detect
a reply in the presence of 11 overlapping replies.

*.. . --.... * .- '* . . . .. . . ... -. _-



Desi*n Issues Addressed and Main Results

A conceptually straightforward technique for reducing synchronous garble

is directional interrogation. A 4-beam antenna can be used, for example, and

this is the design addressed in detail in this report. A directional
interrogation eliciting a re;)ly from the aircraft-of-interest (Fig. 1-2) will
not elicit replies from other aircraft far away in azimuth, so synchronous
garble is reduced. Additional tnterrogations transmitted in the other 3 beams
make it potsible to track these other aircraft as veil.

Another technique that has been investigated for reducing synchronous
garble is an increase in the number of whisper-shout interrogation levels.
Whisper-shout is a multiple interrogation technique that was developed during
the BCAS program (Ref. 3).

The methodology of the TCAS I design propran can be described in terms
of a number of improvements applied to BCAS, such as directional interrogation
and extended whisper-shout, to make it capable of operating in high aircraft
densities. Initially, the physical mechanisms (synchronous garble for
example) that would cause performance degradation as density increases were
identified. For each mechanism, several possible design changes were
considered and evaluated by analysis, simulation, and Airborne testing.

The TCAS 1 design that was developed has the following main
characteristics:

Directional interrogation using a 4-bear antenna. with 900 hems,
pointing forward, aft, left, and right, and including transmit
sidelobe suppression. The antenna used in airborne testing is about
1/2 inch high and about 8 inches in diameter.

24-level whisper-shout, which is considerably more capable than the
4-level design in RCAS.

*[ Role of bottom antenna. The bottom antenna plays a relatively minor
" role in this design. It is an omnidirectional monopole, whereas the

top is directional. The bottom interrogations have lover peak power
than the top by 18 dB, and a shorter whisper-shout sequence, 4
interrogations as compared with 21 for the top-forward beam. The
role of the bottom antenna was reduced for two reasons. One is the
reduction of false tracks (arising from multipath). The other
reason involves the efficient use of the limiled number of
interrogations permitted in high density regions.

Changred squitter format. The Mode S squitter (which is the
spontaneous transmission emitted by Mode S transponders, used in
TCAS for detection of discrete addresses) was changed in message
content. In its current form. the 24 parity bits appear
in the clear, that is. not overlayed by the addresa as had been the

case previously. This change was instituted primarily so that error

o'.3-
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detectt" es.t he appil4 upn i4tatter reception. Wrror detection
essentially eliminates the possibility of deriving false addresses
from squitter receptions, which could otherwise become a najor
problem in high density airspace.

Improved Mode S surveillance processing. Mo,'i S interrogations are
transmitted individually to each target aircraft, and thus have to

he carefully managed to prevent their becoming excessively numerous
in high density airspace. This managing is done by the Mode S
surveillance processor, which was redesigned extensively during the
TCAS development program.

Revision of interference limiting standard. The interference
ltmittng standard developed In the SLAN program placed limits on

interrogation rate and power for the purpose of keeping all
interference effects caused by SCAS to a negligibly low level. In
transitioning to TCAS, the Interference limiting standard had to be
revised for several reasons. One concerns self suppression of own
transponder (sometimes called "mutual suppression"). Because of

directional interrogation and the expanded form of whisper-shout, a
TCAS II unit will transmit interrogations at a considerably higher

rate than that of BCAS. This could lead to a problem In the form of
excessive self suppression. To manage this, a second inequality has

been added to the interference limiting standard. In addition, the
riplies triggered by TCAS will constitute interference to other
systems. OperaLlu.na high ,%nslt- atrrpte wke thts ffoet
potentially much nore significantL in TCAS than it was in BCAS.
Accordingly a third inequality has been added to the interference
limiting standard to limit the maximum amount of fruit generated by
TCAS.

Performance

TCAS 11 perfor-2ance was a-sessed in a number of ways including airborne
measu:ements focusing on individual techniques and simulation of the Mode S
surveillance processor. A primary step in the performance assessment process
was a series of air'orne measur,,nents in the Los ,ngeles Basin aimed at
evaluating the .4ode C surveillance de.ign as a whole. The LA Basin is known
to have the highest density of aircraft in the United States. These tests
were conducted in a Boeing 727 equipped with an experimental TCAS It unit
having a 4-beam directional interropator as well as the other TCAS 11 design
characteristics listed above.

Performanre was assessed by analying the data in several ways. One
r study focused on aircraft targeti-of-opportunity that by chance passed by in a

relatively close encounter. Surveillance reliahility was good. In such coses
the percentage of time during w1.tch the target aircraft was in track was about
97% (during the 50 seccond period prior to the point of closest approach in
each encounter).

-4--
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In a second study the detailed pattern of replies was analyzed to derive

a quantitative estimate of the effectiveness of 4-beam d'rectional

interrogation in alleviating synchronous garble. these results show an

improvement factor of 2.4, which is in agreement with the amount predicted

according to the geometry of directional interrogation.

A third study was statisticay , based on all of the aircraft that passed

within 5 nmi in range while being within !10* in elevation angle. The purpose

of this study was to determine the functional dependence of surveillance

reliability on iircraft density. The results indicate that there was not a

significant degradation in performance as a function of density. The density

values experienced in the LA Basin during these tests, although very high in

an absolute sense, were not high enough to significantly degrade surveillance

performance.

Conclusion

A TCAS II design which incorporates a top-t-Nunted directional antenna and
a bottom-mounted omnidirectional antenna and which employs a 24-level

whisper-shout sequence and proven Mode S surveillance algorithms is cavable of

excellent surveillance reliability in today's high-density Los Angelea Basin

environment and is predicted to continue to provide excellent performance in

similar environments through the end of the century without detectable

degradation to the performance of the greund-based ieacon sorveillance
system.

-
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Concept of TCAS

The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is a system of
airborne equipment, being developed by the FAA, for the purpose of preventing
mid-air colli ',ns. TCAS is intended as a collision avoidance backup to the
existing sy er: of air traffic control.

In one mode of operation, illustrated in Fig. 1-1, TCAS would prevent a
* collision between two aircraft, each equipped with a unit called TCAS II.

Each TCAS II would sense the presence of the other aircraft, measure its
location (in range, altitude, and bearing), detect a hazardous situation if
one develops, and then display a resolution advisory (such as Tclimb or

-."descend") to the pilot, after first carrying out an automatic coordination
between the two aircraft to assure that the action taken by one aircraft will
complement the action taken by the other aircraft.

As illustrated in Fig. 1-1, the TCAS II also affords protection against
aircraft equipped with either Mode S or existing Secondary Surveillance Radar
(SSR) transponders. For Mode S transponders, air-to-air surveillance is
carried out in Mode S. For existing transponders, air-to-air surveillance is
carried out in Mode C* (using Mode C-only interrogations, to which Mode S
transponders do not reply). Mode S is used for surveillance of other
TCAS II-equipped.

The TCAS II also affords protection against aircraft equipped with WAS I
which is a simpler form of TCAS. In these cases, there is no automatic
cordination between the two aircraft; when necessary, the TCAS II generates a
resolution advisory unilaterally, and in all respects behaves as if the other
aircraft were equipped with just a transponder.

A TCAS II installation can conceptually be divided into two subsystems:
(1) surveillance and (2) control logic. The former is the subject of this
report.

1.2 Air-to-Air Sur eillance

Air-to-air surveillance is accomplished by transmitting interrogations
and receiving replies. The range between the two aircraft is determined from
the time elapsed between interrogation transmission and reply reception. The

altitude of the target aircraft is obtained from the altitude code, which is
contained in the reply. Azimuth relative to the nose of own aircraft is
obtained by a direction finding antenna which is part of the TCAS II
installation. Azimuth measurements are coarse (standard deviation of about
100), and are used in a traffic display but not in the control logic.

• The distinction between Mode C and Mode S is explained in Ref. 1.

S
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The FAA is also developing, separately from the work documented here, an
"Enhanced TCAS I" which uses a more Accurate direction finding antenna
(standard deviation of about 1). The goal of that development is to achieve
the capability for including horizontal resrlution advisories in the control
logic.

The altitude of the target aircraft is required by the TCAS II unit in

order to generate vertical resolution advisories. Thus transponder-equipped
aircraft that are not altitude reporting cannot participate in TCAS in this
sense. For such aircraft, however, TCAS II can provide a measure of
protection in the form of traffic advisories. Here the display indicates to

-- -the pilot the range and relative bearing of the target aircraft. Mode C
surveillance of such non-altitude reporting aircraft is more challenging than
in the altitude reporting case; the absence of an altitude measurement along
with each range measurement makes it more difficult to form tracks from the
set of received replies. This difficulty has been addressed in the TCAS
development program, and a special form of surveillance processing, tailored
to this mode, has been developed. This work is being documented separately.

1.3 Surveillance in High Aircraft Densities
0

The design of the air-to-air surveillance function of TCAS II builds on

the previous development of BCAS (Beacon Collision Avoidance System, Ref. 2),
by the addition of a number of improvements to accommodate higher aircraft
densities. The RCAS design was intended for operation in low to moderate
densities up to 0.02 aircraft/nmi2 . This value of density is not exceeded
throughout most of the airspace in the United States. But it is exceeded
locally in major metropolitan areas. Currently in parts of the Los Angeles
Basin, the density averages about 0.1 aircraft/vmi2 . In 1981, the FAA adopted
a change in the airborne collision avoidance concept, signified by the change
in name from BCAS to TCAS. The design goal for aitcraft density was changed

to include the major metropolitan areas plus an allowance for future growth in
air traffic. A density of 0.3 aircraft/nmi2 was adopted as the specific
goal.

In changing the BCAS design to accommodate this higher density, a number
of issues had to be considered. Primary among these is the issue of
synchronous garble in Mode C, illustrated in Fig. 1-2. Here, TCAS is

* performing surveillance using omnidirectional Mode C interrogations. When
received, the replies from a particular aircraft-of-interest will be

overlapped by replies from other aircraft at approximately the same range.
This is called synchronous garble because the desired reply and the
interfering replies are triggered by the same interrogation. If, for example,
the aircraft of interest is at a range of 5 mi and the aircraft density is

* 0.1 aircraft/sq. nmi, then the average number of other aircraft near enough in
range to cause synchronous garble is 11. It is impossible to reliably detect

a reply in the presence of 11 overlapping replies.

A conceptually straightforward technique for reducing synchronous garble
is directional interrogation. A 4-beam antenna can be used, for example, and

9this is the design addressed in detail in this report. A directional
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interrogation eliciting a reply from the aircraft-of-interest (Fig. 1-2) will
not elicit taplies from other aircraft far away in azimuth, so synchronous

garble is reduced. Additional interrogations transmitted in the other 3 beams

make it possible to track these other aircraft as well.

Another technique that has been investigated for reducing synchronous

garble is an increase in the number of whisper-shout interrogations. The

whisper-shout technique is described in depth in Sec. 3.1.

1.4 Purpose and Overview of This Report

* The purpose of this report is to document the results of the TCAS II

surveillance development program. Chapter 2 outlines the issues that were

addressed and the surveillance techniques that were considered. The other

chapters describe the individual investigations and their results.
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2. OVERVIEW OF DESIGN ISSUES

The TCAS II design program can be described in terms of a number of
improvements applied to BCAS to make it capable of operating in high aircraft

densities. The physical mechanisms (such as synchronous garble) that would
cause performance degradation as density increases are listed in Table 2-1.
For each mechanism, several design changes were considered. These are also

* listed in the table. The entries in Table 2-1 are described in the paragraphs
that follow.

2.1. Mode C Synchronous Garble

Synchronous garble is a problem inherent in Mode C surveillance
- attributable to the all-call nature of the Mode C interrogation. Synchronous

garble results in incorrect demodulation of altitude codes or complete
inability to detect replies. These effects reduce the probability of tracking

aircraft and produce false tracks.

2.1.1 Directional Interrogation and Whisper-Shout

The two main techniques identified for alleviating synchronous garble are
directional interrogation and a more capable form of whisper-shout. These are
both intended to partition the set of target aircraft into smaller sets of
aircraft that reply to a single interrogation. Chapter 3 describes the
development work on this subject that led to a particular design and describes

* the validation of this design through airborne measurements.

2.1.2 Interference Limiting

The introduction of directional interrogation in TCAS II required that
"- changes be made in the interference limiting standard. Interference limiting
-. provides bounds on permissable combinations of interrogation rates and powers

for the purpose of assuring that any interference effects on other systems

(such as SSR) are small enough to be negligible. In BCAS, interference
limiting consisted of a condition, involving an interrogator's rate and power,
that had to be satisfied by each BCAS interrogator. The condition was based

* on a criterion limiting the reduction in transponder reply ratio to 2 percent
*" or less. Omnidirectional interrogation was a standard condition in SCAS, and

this condition was used in deriving the interference limiting inequality. To
provide for the possibility of directional interrogation in TCAS, it was
necessary to re-examine the interference limiting issue. The work done in
revising the interference limiting standard and in validating the results is

presented in Chapter 5.

* 2.1.3 Surveillance Processing Improvements

Several additional techniques were considered for improving the ability
to track aircraft in a synchronous garble environment without actually
reducing the synchronous garble itself. Such techniques include the use of

relative bearing angle, and whisper-shout index, in forming and extending

* tracks.
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TABLE 2-1.

POSSIBLE DESICN CHANGES

MECHANISMS THAT MAY POSSIBLE CHANGES IN POSSIBLE CHANGES IN
LIMIT PERFORMANCE TCAS II DESIGN SYSTEM DESIGN

synchronous garble * interrogate S revise interference
directionally limiting standard

* increase whisper-shout
resolution

o improve surveillance
processing

* increase number of
reply decoders

fruit 0 key MTL to
whisper-shout

* improve surveillance

processing

- false squitter 0 test confidence 9 change squitter format
detections - 0 test relative bearing

and/or amplitude
* reduced use of

bottom antenna

omni squitter reception 0 use multiple beams and S change squitter format
limited by fruit receivers

S use error correction

interference to 0 adaptively reduce power S revise interference
other systems 0 limit beam limiting standard

6 * optimize Mode S
algorithms

* reduce use of
bottom antenna

* key suppression time to
antenna and/or power

* improve interrogation

decoder

* reduce scan rate

false tracks 0 reduce role of bottom
* antenna

* improve surveillance
processing
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Another technique is the optimization of the values of tracking parameters,
such as the number of coasts permitted before a track is dropped. These
techniques were not explored simply because it was possible to achieve
acce-ptable performance without them.

2.1.4 Increased Number of Reply Decoders

Another idea considered was an increase in the number of reply decoders.
Four decoders were used in the BCAS equipment built by Lincoln Laboratory
compared to three decoders in the BCAS equipment built by Dalmo Victor
(Ref. 3, p. 82-3). Conceivably the large nurber of replies received in high
density airspace could overload the bank of reply decoders and real replies
would be lost simply because of insufficient space in which to save them. On
the other hand, an increase in the number of reply decoders would not be
expected to yield a major improvement in tolerance to aircraft density, since
the additional replies to be saved in the added decoders would have been
received in a severe overlap condition and would in most cases be corrupted by
synchronous garble. Rased on this reasoning, it was decided to not pursue
this possible improvement in favor of the more promising improvements that
directly reduce synchronous garble.

Appendix A gives the results of measurements of the reliability of

correctly decoding a reply in the presence of interfering replies.

2.2. Fruit

Asynchronous replies received by a TCAS unit are called "fruit." These
are replies triggered by other interrogators, aad they appear in all reply
modes. When a Mode C fruit reply is received during the listening period
following a TCAS II interrogation In Mode C, then by itself it is
indistinguishable from a desired synchronous reply. It is the function of the
surveillance processing algorithms to distinguish between fruit and
synchronous replies in establishing tracks.

In the BCAS program it was found that distinguishing fruit and
synchronous replies is readily accomplished, with the result that fruit
effects did not significantly degrade either the reliability of tracking real
aircraft or the false track rate. TheRe RCAS results apply in the low to
medium density airspace for ulitch BCAS was intended.

The transition from BCAS to TCAS changed the fruit conditions
considerably. The higher aircraft densities Into which TCAS can operate
increase fruit rates proportionately. Furthermore, both the use of
directional interrogation and the increase in the number of whisper-shout
interrogations increase the number of reply listening periods, and thus
increase the number of received fruit replies for a given fruit rate.

The overall increase in fruit can be estimated quantitatively as follows.
An increase in aircraft density from 0.02 to 0.3 aircraft/nmi is a
fifteen-fold increase. The particular directional whisper-shout design that
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was developed in this program uses a 4-beam antenna and a total of 83
- - interrogations per scan (where a scan Iq the surveillance update period,

nominally I sec.). Since BCAS used 8 interrogations per scan, the number of
reply listening periods is increased by a factor of about 10. Thus in each
scan, the TCAS II unit my have to contend with 150 times as many fruit
replies as BCAS.

2.2.1 Keying MTL to WhIsper-Shout

One way of reducing the number of fruit replies received is by keying or
matching the receiver MTL (minimum triggering level) in each listening period
to the power level of that whisper-shout interrogation. Many of the
whisper-shout interrogations are transmitted at very low power levels. In
such a case, the aircraft that reply are for the most part those for which the
antenna gains are high. For example, these aircraft may be at high elevation
angles, where their bottom-mounted transponder antenna is transmitting in a
favorable direction, and where the top-mounted TCAS II antenna is receiving in
a favorable direction. It is also to be expected that for some targets the
antenna pattern ripples will by chance line-up in such a way that the combined
antenna gain is substantially greater than nominal. For these reasons the
desired replies following a whisper-shout interrogation of low power are
typically received at relatively high power levels. Thus a raised value of
MTL is appropriate in eliminating fruit while still allowing the desired
replies to be received. This techntqop was adnpted for use in the
experimental equipment tested and was found to operate successfully as shown
in Sec. 3.5, which presents the results of airborne testing with this
equipment.

2.2.2 Surveillance Processing Improvements

If the greatly increased fruit background were to cause the false track
rate to become unacceptable, it would be appropriate to modify the
surveillance processing algorithms to create a more favorable balance between
false track rate and probability of tracking real aircraft. Thes0: possible
improvements have not been explored because the false track rates experienced
in airborne tests have remained at acceptable levels, as reported in
Chapter 3.

2.3 False Squitter Detections

A squitter is a self-identifying message transmitted spontaneously by a
Mode S transponder. Wher received by a TCAS II unit, a squitter indicates the
presence of that aircraft and its discrete address, which can then be used in
Interrogating the aircraft in Mode S. In the BCAS development program, it was
realized that there was some possibility of receiving false squitter
information. That is, the process of receiving squitters and declaring the
presence and address of an aircraft would occasionally be incorrect; an
aircraft would be declared with the wrong address. How this could happen is
described in some detail in Sec. 4.2. As a consequence of false squitter
declarations, unnecessary interrogations would be transmitted based on these
incorrect addresses, and these interrogations would use up part of the

L 3ullowable total interrogation rate, thus reducing the number of real aircraft
that could be tracked.
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In DCAS several design features were adopted to minimize the rate of
false squitter declarations. One was simply a duplicate test that was
satisfied only when at least 2 squitter receptions indicated exactly the same
address. Anothnr BCAS feature was a confidence test in which the Mode S reply
detector circuit declared a confidence bit along with each data bit in a
detected reply. The reception was used in squitter declaration only if 21 or
more of the 56 bits were flagged as high-confidence (Ref. 3, p. 29-32). An
assessment of the final design of BCAS indicated that false squitter
detections, while possible, were infrequent enough that no signtficant problem
would result.

The transition from BCAS to TCAS opened this issue again. The very much
-* higher aircraft densities into which TCAS is intended to operate will increase

the rate of false squitter declarations substantially. One reason for an
increase is the larger number of Mode S aircraft transmitting squitters, each
of which can potentially become a false squitter detection. Another reason is
the higher fruit environment.

2.3.1 Squitter Format Changed

The design change that was adopted was a change in the squitter message
format to include error protection coding. Section 4.2 explains how this was
accomplished. This change essentially eliminates the false squitter problem
altogether. The other techniques that were considered (as listed in
Table 2-1) thus became unnecessary and are not included in the TCAS II
design.

2.4 Onnidirectional Squitter Reception Limited by Fruit

It is appropriate to use omnidirectional reception for squitters since
*their bearing angles of arrival are not known in advance. In the BCAS

development program it was recognized that the fruit rates received by
omnidirectional BCAS equipment are substantially greater than fruit rates that
are typical for SSR ground stations. This difference is attributable to the
omnidirectional reception in BCAS as compared to nirrow-beam reception in SSR
ground stations. Furthermore, the omnidirectional fruit rates in medium and
high density airspace are high enough that they may significantly impact
reception of Mode S replies and squitters. This impact can be described as a
deterioration of receiver sensitivity, an effect described quantitatively in
Sec. 4. Study of these effects during the BCAS program showed that no
significant degradation in performance would result in the aircraft densities
for which BCAS was designed.

The adequacy of omnidirectional squitter reception in high-density
airspace was investigated as part of the transition from BCAS to TCAS.

2.4.1 Multiple Beams and Multiple Receivers

Directional receotion would reduce the fruit rate during squitter
* listening periods. A single receiver could be used with a multi-beam
.9 directional antenna, in which case the receiver would have to be time-shared

anong the different beam positions as is typical in SSR. For squitter
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reception, however, this may lead to a problem since many squitters would

arrive at the TAS 11 aircraft from directions other than the one currently

being rec. ved. One solution to this problem would be to increase the

standard squitter rate above the value I/see. adopted in BCAS. But such a

change would have an undesirable impact on the interference aspects of TCAS

design. A more costly approach would be to use multiple receivers, one for

* each antenna beam.

2.4.2 Error Correction

The change in squitter format discussed in Sec. 2.3 (which adds error

protection coding to the squitter format) brings about an improvement in the
.. performance of onidirectional squitter reception, if an error correction

*_- function is added in the TCAS 11 design. The error correction capability Is

useful in several respects and has been adopted in the TCAS Ii design. As a

result, the omnidirectional squitter reception (Sec. 4.7) performance is

satisfactory, and it is not necessary to invoke directional reception.

2.5 Interference to Other Systems

9 Since TCAS interrogations and replies will be transmitted in frequency

bands already in use, the possibility that TCAS might interfere with and

degrade the performance of existing equipment was considered. It is necessary
-. for the TCAS development program to limit its interference effecti and to

assure that such electromagnetic compatibility will in fact be achieved. In

SCAS, this interference issue was addressed by the interference limiting

function (described 4n Sec. 2.1), and by a comprehensive computer simulation

performed by the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC). But

the fact that TCAS is intended for use in high density airspace made this

interference issue much ore challenging then it was in BCAS.

m2.5.1 Limiti Standard evised

Because of directional interrogation and an expanded form of whisper

shout, a TCAS It unit will transmit interrogations at a considerably higer

rate than that of SCAS. This could lea.i to a problem in the form of excessive

self suppression of own transponder (sometimes called -mutual suppression').

To manage this, another inequality has been added to the interference limiting

standard. This is described in Sec. 5.1.

" . Another effect is ttst the replies triggered by TUAS v11i constitute

S-fruit interference to other systems. Operation in high density airspace makes

.. this effect potentially ruch more significant in TCAS than it was in BCAS.

"." Accordingly, as is described in Sec. 5.1, another inequality has been added to

* the interference limiting standard to limit the maximum amount of fruit

generated by TCAS.
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2.5.2 Adaptive Power Reduction

There is a fundamental difference between IWAS and WAS regarding the
conditions under which interference limiting is anvoked. CAS could operate
in the low to medium density airspace for which it was designed without
reaching the limiting point of the standard; thus the limiting standard served

mainly as an overload control. In ?CAS, however, the interference limit my

"- be reached at a density considerably loes than the maximus design density.
Thus when TCAS operates in an area of smiximum density, it will be functioning
with reduced interrogation rate or power or both. The reduced power is still
sufficient to achieve acceptable performance because of the natural

correlation between density and closing speed. The reasoning for this
statement is as follows.

Closing speeds in high density airspace are significanty less than values
typical in low density airspace, as confirmed in airborne masurements (Ref.

*3, p. 100-102). The goals for TCAS I1 design have been selected accordingly.

In low density airspace, TCAS It will be capable of handling closing speeds up

to 1200 knots. In the highest density airspace, TCAS II will be capable of
handling closing speeds up to 500 knots. Lover closing speeds Imply shorter

range surveillance because sufficient time is available for the pilot and

aircraft to react to a resolution advisory. A shorter range requirement

. implies, in turn, a lover interrogator power. Thus, if interference limiting

in high density causes the interrogator power to be reduced, it is still
possible to achieve satisfactory performance.

This qualitative reasoning provided the guidelines for the TCAS 11

development effort. Several things remained to be worked out quantitatively:

(1), An interference limiting algorithm, which is a part of a TCAS II
unit. The algorithm performs power reduction as necessary to keep within the

interference limiting standard, but does not reduce power more then necessary

and sacrifice long range performance. The development of this algorithm is

described in Sec. 5.2.

(2) Estimation of the amount of power reduction that wll occur in high

" density. This has been estimated through simul4tion to be about 3 to 6 dB at

- low altittides in the high densities for which TCAS I1 is being designed. The

*detailed result is described in Sec. 5.2.

(3) Assessment of surveillance reliability when operating at the reduced
power. This has been addressed in several ways: airborne measurements in

Mode C using targets of opportunity (described in Sec. 3), reprocessing of

Mode S airborne data recorded, using a simulation of high density effects

* (described in Sec. 4.7).
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2.5.3 Ue. Liniting

Directional interrogations in bde C can be beem limited by the sidelobe
suppression action that results fcom the use of P2 pulses. This improves the
ability to reduce synchronous garble, as discussed in Sec, 3.2. It also
reduces the level of fruit interference generate,' ,y lCAS.

.._.4 Moe 5 Alorith OptIslsation

Mode S Interrogations are controlled by algorithms that decide such
things as: when to begin interrogating an aircraft whose squitters have been
received, and when to stop interrogating an aircraft after it reaches long
range or its replies become unreliable. The TCAS II design was sore
challenging in this respect than the BCA3 design because of the needed
capability for high density operation. Accordingly, a Mode S design study was
undertaken, with the goals of assessing the need for improving the algorithms
and then specifying improvements as necessary to sake 4igh density operation
possible. This work is described in Chapter 4.

2.5.5 Reduction of bottom Antenna tole

In BrAS the top and bottom antennas were used equally: the save nmber
of interrogations were transmitted from each and with the same power levels.
However, the bottom antenna ws found to be significantly inferior to the top
for purposes of air-to-air surveillance. This observation suggested that a
sore efficient design would be achieved by reducing the role of the bottom
antenna relative to the top, and that such an improvement would be
particularly significant in the context of TCAS 11 where interference limiting
places a constraint on Interrogation rate and power. Work on this issue is
described in Sec. 3.3.

2.5.6 Keying Self Suppression Time To Antenna and/or Power

In SCAS the self suppression time (suppression of own transponder
*' fuactions at the time of each interrogation transmission) was 200 psec. This

constant value was used regardless of which antenna was being used for the
interrogation and regardless of the interrogation power. The interrogation
itself has a duration of about 20 psec, but the suppression was made longer
because of ultipath effects (Ref. 3, p. 20-23). Since the multipath effects

• "may be expected to be more severe for bottom antenna transmissions and more
severe for high power transmissions, the design could be made mote efficient
by keying the suppression time to antenna and/or power. This issue has been
addressed in the TCAS program through airborne measurements of the duration of
multipath backscatter. This work is described in Sec. 5.3.

2.5.7 Improved Interrogation Decoding

The long self suppression used after a TCAS interrogation is intended to
prevent own transponder from decoding an interrogation when mutipath
backscatter is received immediately following the transmission of an

,9 interrogation. Part of the problem is due to the fact that own transponder's
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interrogation decoder may accept an erratic multipath reception that has
little resemblance to a valid interrogation. Stricter standards could be
written for the interrogation decoding function of own transponder, so that
real interrogations would be decoded with essentially the same reliability and
yet the frequency with which multipath would qualify as an interrogation would

'- be greatly reduced. This would make it possible to reduce the duration of
self suppression, which in turn would increase the allowable interrogation
rate permitted within the interference limiting standard. It was found that
varying the self-suppression time was sufficient to avoid over-suppression of
the on-board transponder. Thus, transponder design changes are not
hecessary.

2.5.8 Reduction of Scan Rate

U_ BCAS was designed with a scan rate of I/second, which means that each
track of an aircraft would he updated with a new position measurement
nominally once each second. An obvious change that might be considered in
transittoning to TCAS is to reduce the scan rate, which would make it possible
to conduct surveillance on a larger number of aircraft within the same
interference limits. It was determined that after other improvements had 1een
made, the capability of the resulting TCAS II design was sufficient to meet
the interference limiting goals -ith a one-second scan rate.

2.6 False Tracks

A false track is a surveillance track that is delivered to the control
logic subsystem but that does not correspond to a real aircraft. In TCAS II
as in BCAS, there are no false tracks in Mode S, but in Mode C false tracks do
occur. The mechanism that prevents Mode S false tracks is the selecttvely
addressed interrogation function; unless a received interrogation agrees
exactly in all 24 bits with a transponder's unique address, the transponder
will not reply.

False tracks in Mode C are of concern because of the possibility that a
resolution advisory (RA) may be triggered by a false track, or that an RA that
was triggered by a real aircraft may be modified by a false track. Such
"false RAs" were very rare in BCAS. At the time of the CAS Conference in
January 1981, not a single false RA had occurred in all of the airborne
experience which consisted of several hundred flight hours. But in the
context of TCAS the false track rate is expected to be higher for several
reasons: one is the higher density of aircraft and higher fruit rate, and
another is the increase in the number of fruit replies that results simply
from the increased number of interrogations. Thus design changes aimed at
false crack reduction were needed.

2.6.1 Reduction of Bottom Antenna Role

Since many of the false tracks observed are due to multipath, and sin-e
multipath effects are consistently more severe when using the bottom antenna,
a redtction in the role of the bottom antenna is a straightforward way of
reducing false tracks. This technique has been addressed by means of airborne
measurements, as described in Sec. 3.3.
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2.6.2 Surveillance Processing Improvements

The false track rate can be affected by changes in the surveillance
algorithms. For example the fundamental tradeoff between false track rate and
probability of miss iF affected by tracking parameters, such as the number of
scans in which a reply must be received before a track is established. As
described in Sec. 3.5.7, changes were made in the handling of multipath tracks
and provisions were added to filter out-of-beam replies. These reduced the
false track rate sufficiently in high density so that other tracking parameter
changes, which would have reduced the probability of track, were not
required.
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3. SURVEILLANCE IN MODE C

This chapter describec the investigations of whisper-shout, directional
interrogation and the other surveillance improvement techniques outlined in
the preceding chapter. Results of experiments are given, followed by a
definition of the TCAS II design that resulted. The chapter concludes with
quantitative performance results obtained from airborne measurements in the
Los Angeles Basin.

3.1 Whisper Shout

The purpose of whisper-shout is to partition or subdivide the set of
synchronously garbling aircraft so that fewer will reply to any one
interrogation.

The simplest form of whisper-shout is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. In this
2-level whisper-shout, the purpose is to divide the synchronous garble
population into two approximately equal subsets. The first interrogation* is
transmitted at a relatively low power level so that approximately half of the
aircraft in the synchronous garble range band will receive it above threshold.
Thus only these will reply to the first interrogation, and the synchronous
garble problem will be reduced by a factor of about 2 in this first reply
listening period. The second interrogation is transmitted at full power so as
to be detectable by all of the aircraft. But this interrogation is preceded
by an additional pulse, denoted S1, of power level nearly equal to that of the
first interrogation. The purpose of SI is to trigger the suppression function
in those transponders that replied to the first interrogation. Thus this
first set of aircraft will not reply again, and so in the second listening
period, the synchronous garble problem will again be reduced by a factor of
about 2. To make sure that each aircraft replies to either the first or the
second interrogation, the power of SI is made sligbtly less than that of the
first interrogation, thus overlapping the two reply bands.

In the BCAS design, a 4-level form of whisper-shout was used, illustrated
in Fig. 3-2. It may also be noted in this figure that there are two

suppression pulses instead of the one (SI) shown in the preceding figure.
This alternative way of accomplishing the whisper-shout suppression was used
in BCAS because it allowed more time to change the transmitter power level.
It will be shown in Sec. 3.2 that when directional interrogation is used, the
single pulse suppression is preferable.

3.1.1 More Capable Forms of Whisper-Shout

To handle the very much higher aircraft densities associated with
TCAS 11, higher resolution whisper-shout sequences were investigated. It is

to be expected that increasing the number of interrogations in the
whisper-shout sequence will further reduce the number of aircraft that reply

to a single interrogation.

* P1 and P3 constitute a Mode C interrogation. The purpose of P4 is to cause

Mode S transponders to not reply; these aircraft are tracked separately in
Mode S.
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To verify this expectation, airborne measurements were undertaken
comparing the BCAS form of whisper-shout, in which the interrogation spacing
is 6 dB, to a higher resolution form of whisper-shout in which the
interrogation spacing is 2 dB. Whereas the -overlap" was 3 dB in BCAS (that
is, the suppression was 3 dB lower in power than the preceding interrogation),
a I dB overlap was used in the higher-resolution whisper-shout sequence. The
experiment was conducted by alternating between the two sequences so that data
of both kinds were recorded in each 1-sec. scan. Results from these airborne
measurements are shown in Fig. 3-3. The plot shows the average number of
replies per interrogation for each of the interrogations in the sequence. The
results indicate that the higher-resolution sequence was successful in
reducing the reply counts and thus would significantly alleviate synchronous
garble effects.

In a further experiment of this kind, five forms of whisper-shout were
compared. A description of this experiment is best stated in terms of the
whisper-shout "bin width," which is the difference in dB between an
interrogation and the associated suppression. In the original BCAS design,
for example, the bin width was 9 dB, and in the higher-resolution sequence
represented in Fig. 3-3, the bin width was 3 dB. This experiment was intended
to determine if the number of replies to a whisper-shout interrogation would
be roughly proportional to bin width.

Airborne measurements were conducted alternating each second between five
sets of whisper-shout interrogations. The BCAS design was included as one of
the sets, and the others all were of smaller bin widths, namely 4 dB, 3 dB,
2 dH, and I dB. The results are shown in Fig. 3-4, where the average number
of replies per interrogation are plotted as a function of bin width. These
results confirm that a reduction in bin width causes a significant reduction
In the number of replies per interrogation. This relationship holds
consistently in all of the points plotted in Fig. 3-4.

3.1.2 Baseline Whisper-Shout Design

Based on these favorable results, a specific whisper-shout design for use
in TCAS II was selected. This baseline design is defined in Fig. 3-5, where
it is compared with the 4-level BCAS design. The new design has 24 levels,
and alternates between bin widths of 2 dE and 3 dB. In selecting this
baseline design, it was necessary to consider interference limittng (which is
the subject of Chapter 5). When a TCAS II aircraft using this whisper-shout
sequence flies into an area of aircraft density so high that some modification
in transmitted interrogation rate or power is required, the procedure will be
simply to truncate the seqience beginning at the top. This will reduce the
number of interrogations per second, the peak interrogation power, and the
rate-power product, while still maintaining an effective surveillance
capability for most of the aircraft in the vicinity.
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Airborne measurements have been carried out using this baseline design.
The data in Fig. 3-6 are typical of the results of these measurements. As
before, the measurements were set tip in the form of a comparison with the BCAS
design. This figure shows range tracks as a function of time. It is seen
that there are numerous cases in which the 24-level whisper-shout achieved
significantly better performance than BCAS.

Section 3.5 below describes further airborne measurements using this
24-level whisper-shout sequence, in this case in the LA Basin. Flights were
conducted in LA in order to experience very high traffic density conditions.
Ptrformance was found to be good, and the results support the conclusion that
the baseline whisper-shout design of Fig. 3-5 is suitable for TCAS 1[.

3.2 Directional Interrogation

Directional interrogation is a conceptually straightforward technique for

combatting synchronous garble. A directional interrogator elicits replies
from aircraft in one sector at a time, thus significantly reducing the number
of replies per interroaton.

3.2.1 Beam Limiting

In developing a specific design, an Initial issue to consider is whether
or not to use sidelobe suppression (SLS) for beam limiting. SLS can be
implemented by incorporating P2 pulses in the interrogations, as is normal for
ground based interrogators (Fig. 3-7). When a received interrogation is
accompanied by a P2 pulse of power greater than the interrogation, the
transponder does not reply. If the TCAS It interrogator transmits P2 pulses
on a notched pattern, the relative powers in space of P1 and P2 will serve to
limit the region of replying aircraft to just the mainbeam.

If sidelobe suppression is not used with a directional antenna, the
antenna will interrogate to some extent in all directions (Fig. 3-7).
Considering the modest front-to-back ratios that will be achievable with
airborne antennas of reasonable size, it is concluded that directional
transmissions without SLS will not achieve the sector-by-sector separation
normally associated with directional interrogation.

Based on these considerations, transmit sidelobe suppression has been
adopted in the TCAS design.

3.2.2 Airborne Experimentation

A 4-beam directional interrogator was built by Dalmo Victor aid installed
in an FAA Boeing 727. This aircraft was also equipped with an omnidirectional
TCAS Experimental Unit (TEU, built by Lincoln Laboratory) so that comparisons
could be made to help show the degree of improvement derived through
directional interrogation. Interrogations from the two units were interleaved
in each I gec. scan.
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The 3-dB beamwidth of the Dalmo Victor directional antenna is about 90'
in each of the four directions, which are aimed forward, right, aft, and left.
The antenna also provides a notched SLS control pattern corresponding to each
of the four directional beaus. An omnidirectional transmitting pattern is
also provided.

Both units were capable of transmitting the baseline whisper-shout
sequence (shown in Fig. 3-5) so that directional interrogation and
high-resolution whisper-shout, could be tested together to reveal any
interactions between them. In fact there were some significant interactions
as described below.

Both units were configured to record data at the reply level. That is,
surveillance tracks and control logic products were not recorded.
Surveillance processing was carried out after the flights. This was done so
that the limited tape recorder capacity could be used most effectively, and so
surveillance processing could be kept flexible by recording data that did not
depend on surveillance processing.

The flight plans included provisions for a mission to the LA Basin in
order to experience the very high aircraft density known to exist there.
Initial airborne experimentation was performed in the Boston to
Washington, D.C. area, to validate the experimental equipment, and to gaiii
experience with the equipment and data formats. This local experimentation
also yielded qualitative performance results, which were supplemented later by
the flights in LA.

3.2.3 Phantom Mode A Interrogation

As airborne data began to be collected, one of the first things noted was
a problem of unwanted replies appearing at shorter range relative to the
expected replies from certain aircraft. After examining such data in detail,
it was concluded that the mechanism causing these unwanted replies Is as
follows (see Pig. 3-8). The interrogation transmitted by the directional unit
consisted of 6 pulses, as shown. The interrogation is identical to the BCAS
interrogation (Fig. 3-2) with the addition of a P2 pulse for sidelobe
suppression. Note that for these experiments the whisper-shout suppression
was transmitted as a pair of pulses.

Consider a scenario in which there is a particular target aircraft and an
interrogation being transmitted in some other direction. The desired reaction
is for the aircraft to not reply, because of sidelobe suppression. But if the
interrogation is received at the transponder near threshold as illustrated, it
becomes possible for a Mode A reply to be triggered by the combination of Sl
and P2. Such replies would not occur if the transponder threshold transition
were abrupt, such that a pulse is detected with probability zero when below
threshold and probability one when above. If the threshold were abrupt and
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a) SI were received below threshold, then it would not be detected, and
could not contribute to an interrogation detection,

Si were received above threshold, then S2 would also be above
threshold, and the pair would put the transponder into suppression.

Either way, there would be no reply. In reality, however, the threshold
behavior is not abrupt. There is a band caused by receiver noise, typically 2
to 3 dB wine, over which pulse detection varies Zrom zero to one. Thus when
Sl is Leceived in this band, as Illustrated in F1g. 3-8, it is possible for Sl
to be detected and S2 to be not detected. When th s occurs, the transponder
will not go into suppression, an a subsequent pulse reception may combine
with SI to form an accepted interrogation. If, as in this scenario, P2 is
received exactly 8 Psec after Si, the transponder will reply in Mode A.

The conditions that allow these undesired replies are present only when
directional interrogations are combined with high resolution whisper-shout.
The occurrence of the 8 Psec pulse spacing is a result of the particular
timing in this implementation of Si relative to Pl. Furthermore, because of
the high resolution whi.per-shout sequence being used, it is likely that
several of the interrogations will be received with Si in the threshold
region.

This problem can be cured in a straightforward mAnner by changing the
timing of the whisper-shout suppression. In considering other values of the
time between Sl and PI, it was necessary to check all cf the defined
interrogation modes to be sure that another similar problem did not appea: in
place of this one. Among the candidates considered were the single-pulse
suppression, illustrated in Fig. 3-9. Here the first twc pulses, Sl and P1,
act together to suppress transponders whenever Sl is detectable.

The single-pulse suppressi'n was first tested at Lincoln Laboratory using
a rooftop antenna driven by a TEU. This test employed both the single-pulse
suppression aid the two-pulse suppreosion, interleaved in each 1-second scan.
The two techniques were compared against the same aircraft targets and, there
was no difference in surveillance performance. The directional interrogator
unit was then modified by Dalmo Victor to use the single-pulse suppression.
In all of the airborne testing that has followed, no unforseen problems have
appeared, and the unwanted early Mode A replies have been eliminated.

3.2.4 Beam Limiting Near Threshold

Another observation that was made when airborne data first became
available involves the mechanism of beam limiting near t'insponder threshold.
SLS limits the beamwidth over which transponders repl) to any one
interrogation. In chosing the P2 power level, it is necessary to eisure that,
for every transponder, the beamwidth is sufficiently large to prevent gaps
between beaws. Because the National Standard permits a 9 dB tolerance in ;he
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PI-to-P2 power test*, it was originally concluded that the transmitted P2
power would have to be quite low, and that as a result the reply beamwidth for
typical transponders would be much larger than 90% The end result might be a
relatively small amount of improvement attributable to directional
interrogation.

As airborne data became available it was realized that there is an
important relationship between SLS and whisper-shout that affects the
uniformity of beam limiting. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-10. The
transponder will reply only when Si is just below threshold and PI is just
above threshold. In this scenario, P2 is received slightly above P1 - 9 dB.
According to the National Standard, reply is optional. But in actuality,
since P2 is well below threshold the transponder will reply.

Based on this realization, the power level of P2 transmissions was
increased from a level 4 dB below PI to the same level as PI. Furthermore it
was concluded that reply beamwidths will be more uniform from transponder to
transponder, and that the performance improvement attributable to directional
interrogation will bc somewhat better than was originally expected.

The degarbling performance of directional interrogation can be estimated
quantitatively as follows. Based on antenna patterns measured in an anechoic
chamber prior to installation, and for an interrogator transmitting with P1/P2
af 0 dB,

reply beamwidth - 125* if THR - 0 dB
122 ° if THR - 1 dB
118* if THR = 2 dB
1150 if THR = 3 dB
III if THR = 4 dB

where THR is the transponder P1/P2 reply threshold. Because of the
whisper-shout action, THR is at most a few dB for the interrogations eliciting
replies. An average value of THR is about I dB, and the corresponding value
of beamwidth can be taken as an es:imate of the effective average;

effective average beamwidth = 1220

3600
improvement factor --- = 2.9

1220

3.2.5 Late Mode C Replies

The first airborne data also revealed another problem. The set of
received replies was seen to contain unwanted replies appearing at longer
range (by about 1/6 mile) relative to the desired replies from certain
aircraft. It was determined that these unwanted replies were caused by the
mechanism illustrated in Fig. 3-11. The combination of P2 and P4 acts like a
Mode C interrogation, producing a Mode C reply that is late by 2 usec.

Reply is required wben P2 < ?I - 9 dB. Reply is prohibited when P2 > Pl.
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Fig. 3-10. Beam limiting near threshold.
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Fig. 3-11. Late Mode C replies.
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Such replies had not been anticipated, based on an abrupt threshold
model: If PI is received above threshold, and P2 exceeds PI as in theft illustration, then these two pulses would both be detected and they would put
the transponder into suppression (which is the normal SLS mechanism). If PI
is received below threshold, then P4 would also be below threshold and would
not contribute to the late Mode C interrogation.

To understand how these unwanted replies can be triggered, it is
necessary to, once more, view the transponder threshold as a band rather than
an abrupt transition. When P1 is received in the threshold band, it is

'' possible for P1 to be missed and yet P4 to be detected. Whenever this
. happens, an unwanted late Mode C reply will result.

- Such a mechanism will of course be intermittent, and this is consistent
with the observed airborne data: The number of late Mode C replies is
approximately 15% of the number of desired replies received.

Two cures were considered. First, one might transmit Pl at a higher
power level than P3 and P4, perhaps by I dE. Alternatively, the unwanted
replies could be removed in surveillance processing, using the 2 Usec spacing
as a means of identifying them. It was found that the experimental
interrogator being used could not readily be modified to change PI power

- - relative to Lhe other pulses, and for this reason it was decided to remove the
replies in surveillance processing. However, the unwanted replies ill still
be present in the set of received replies and will constitute additional

"-" synchronous garble.

- Since it is the purpose of directional interrogation to reduce
, 'synchronous garble, these late Mode C replies will slightly reduce the

effectiveness of the technique. The improvement factor, estimated to be 2.9
in the preceding section, may be expected to be reduced to approximately

S net improvement factor = 2.9/1.15 - 2.5

3.2.6 Example from Airborne Data

S- The initial airborne data was also examined for reasonableness in regard
. to directional interrogation. It was expected that examples could readily be

* found in which an encounter with a target aircraft produced replies first to
one beam, then another, and then possibly a third. In fact, such examples
were immediately apparant, one of which is shown in Fig. 3-12. This target
aircraft first appears ahead and slightly to the right (judging from the
azimuth values recorded). It passed to the left, coming as close as about 1.5
nmi. Replies are shown in the figure as range vs. time, with replies to

* interrogation in different beams plotted separately. This reply data shows
that initially only the front beam elicited replies from this aircraft. Later
the left beam did, and finally the back beam did, consistent with the flight
path. There are no gaps at the beam transitions.
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3.2.7 Summary

These initial airborne experiments proved to be very worthwhile. They
revealed three new mechanisms:

" early Mode A replies

* beam limiting near threshold

0 late Mode C replies

all of which relate to the combined use of directional interrogation with high
resolution whisper-shout, and whose understanding is important to successful

C- use of directional interrogation. Understanding these mechanisms led

immediately to several changes in design:

* change to 1-pulse suppression

* increase P2 power

* add filter in surveillance processing to
eliminate late Mode C replies

'' With these changes in place, and with the assurance provided by examples as in
Fig. 3-12 that the behavior of directional interrogation is reasonable, the

* "next step was to conduct further airborne measurements in high density
airspace. This was carried out by flights in the LA Basin as described in
Sec. 3.5.

3.3 Role of the Bottom Antenna

.As of January 1981, there had been no instances in which a false track
caused a false alarm or modified a real alarm. This was encouraging since the
airborne testing had amounted to several hundred hours of experience by that
time. Even so, it was realized that Mode C false tracks do occur and that

F * therefore some false and modified alarms would eventually occur. During the
. next two years, the airborne experience increased by many more hundreds of

hours, and in that time, several instances of false and modified alarms have
been observed. The data recorded in Piedmont* atrcraft, for example, includes
about 900 hours, and in this data there is one instance of a modified alarm
and no instances of isolated false alarms. In addition, a considerable amount
of testing has been done by the FAA Technical Center on the East Coast and in
the Chicago area, and by Lincoln Laboratory in the Boston area. In this
additional data there have been 8 instances of false alarms.

In the Piedmont Phase I operational evaluation a TCAS II unit was installed
on tdo Boeing 727 aircraft and carried during normal operations. The TCAS II
advisories were not displayed to the pilots.
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These false alarms have been studied individually and categorized
according to the mechanisms causing the false tracks. The results are given
in Table 3-1. The results show that the largest single source of false alarms
was multipath. That is, for a real aircraft that is being tracked, reflection
from the ground or water gave rise to a second track.

Since multipath-induced false tracks are mainly associated with the
TCAS-Il bottom antenna, it became appropriate to consider reducing the role of
the bottom antenna. By reprocessing the recorded data from all of the
instances of multipath false alarms, it was found that 4 of the 5 occurrences
would have been eliminated by deleting the 3 highest-power bottom
interrogations (that is, by reducing the bottom antenna interrogation power by
18 dB).

S In considering a reduction of the role of the bottom antenna to reduce
false tracks, it is necessary to know what the effect would be on the
reliability of tracking real aircraft. An experiment was set up to gather
airborne data for a performance comparison between a design using top and
bottom antennas equally and a design that reduces the role of the bottom
antenna. The interrogation sequences to be compared were selected to have the
same total number of interrogations and the same power-sum*, both of which are
quantities constrained by interference limiting (Sec. 5.1). The results of
several measurements of this type showed that reduced-bottom designs perform
nearly as well as the equal-use design, having surveillance reliability that
is less by only about 2 or 3 percent while reducing false track rate by a

design is the whisper-shout sequence being adopted for TCAS II
(see Fig. 3-15), and here the performance reduction is just 2.3 percent (of
track-seconds for aircraft within t 100 in elevation angle).

Since the reduced-bottom design achieves a reduction of about 5:1 in
false tracks with less than a 3% reduction in real tracks, it has been
included in TCAS II.

3.4 Power Reduction

In very high density airspace, closing speeds are reduced and thus the
range requirements of TCAS II are reduced. Under these conditions it should
be possible to reduce the interrogation power level. Indeed, to conform with
the interference limiting standards, it will be necessary in some cases to
reduce power by as much as 6 dB. It was important to determine the amount of
degradation in surveillance reliability that will result.

This has been addressed by both analysis and airborne measurements. The
analvsis uses the n*wrhod dncumented in Ref. 4. The airborne data was obtained
by reprocessing whisper-shout data already recorded, ouictting the higher power

Power sum is the sum over a I second eriod of the interrogation powers.
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TABLE 3-1

SURVEILLANCE FALSE AIARMS

Piedmont data other
(900 hours) airborne data

Isolated I - synch. garble

false alarms 3 - other

Modified

1 I - multipath 4 - multipathreal alarms
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COMPARISON:

TOP [33]4
[7] VS.

BOTTOM 1

DATA:

New York area. 40 min., 13 August 1982

RESULT OF DECREASING BOTTOM ANTENNA ROLE:

PROBASILTY OF TRACK decroa m by 2.3%

FALSE TRACKS decrease by a large factor.

"51 reduction of false alarnm i PIedn oW Pats . data.

Fig. 3-13. Role of bottom antenna - airborne data.
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levels. The airborne results for a 6-dB power reduction are summarized in
Fig. 3-14 together with the analytical results. The quantity plotted is the
amount of decrease in the percentage of aircraft in track. The agreement
between calculation and measurement is reasonably good considering the
variability in the data points. The data shows that when interrogation power
is reduced by 6 dB, it is still possible to achieve effective surveillance at
ranges up to about 5 nmi.

3.5 Airborne Measurements in the Los Angeles Basin

After investigation of high density surveillance techniques individually,
the next step was to assemble these techniques into a baseline design and test
the design by flying in the Los Angeles Basin.

The measurements were conducted as described in Sec. 3.2.2. The baseline
directional design for surveillance in Mode C has the characteristics listed
in Fig. 3-15, with the exception that it was not possible to key MTL to
whisper-shout using this directional equipment (see Sec. 2.2). The baseline
omnidirectional design is the same except for:

•0 full power - 54 dBm

- full sensitivity -74 dBo

- whisper-shout, top - 24 levels (see Fig. 3-15, top-forward)
bottom - as in Fig. 3-15

* MTL keyed to whisper-shout, as in Fig. 3-15

3.5.1 Truth

The measurements were based on targets of opportunity. Use of data from
ground based sensors for establishing a data base of truth was considered.
However, in view of the poor surveillance reliability of such ground based

*' equipment relative to the reliability of the experimental airborne equipment,
. and the fact that the test aircraft had two independent operating sensors
. using two pairs of antennas, it was decided that truth would best be derived

from the data tapes recorded by the two TCAS interrogators. 1is was done
* using a manual process involving a number of computer-generated plots of

replieA and tracks,

3.5.2 Plight Path

The flight path through the LA Basin is shown in Fig. 3-16. It passed
* directly through the Long Beach area which, based on earlier data (Ref. 5),

was expected to be the location of highest aircraft density. The flight path
also passed over LA International Airport (LAX), and through the San Fernando
Valley, passing between the general aviation airports at Van Nuys and Burbank,
whIch are well known for high dennilty of general aviatfon traffic.

3
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Top antenna @4 beams (forward, right, left, aft)
. 906 beasvidth

* transmit SLS, PI-P2 crossover at approx. 60"
* angle-of-arrival on reception

B.ttom antenna 0 omnidirectional monopole

Interrogation power a top-forward radiated power at azimuth peak: +55 dB
relative to a 0 dn monopole

O bottomA: 54 des radiated

Receiver MTL 0 top-forward, at azimuth peak: -75 dB relative to a
0 dBm monopole

* bottom: -74 dB relative to a 0 den monopole

Whisper-shout 0 top-forward, 24 levels (0 dB, see table)
- top-right, 20 levels (-4 dR, table minus first 4 entries)

* top-left, 20 levels (-4 dB, table minus first 4 entries)
* top-aft, 15 levels (-9 dB, table minus first 9 entries)
0 bottom, 4 levels (-18 dB, see table)

power levels in dB relative to
full power, full sensitivity

index interrogation suppression receiver
power power ?rTLk

I (top) 0 -3 0 s4.1
2 (top) -1 -3 0 S..

3 (top) -2 -5 0 S..1

4 (top) -3 -5 0 S'I

5 (top) -4 -7 0 S..1

6 (top) -5 -7 0 S'I
7 (top) -6 -9 0 S6."

8 (top) -7 -9 -1 8-I
9 (top) -8 -11 -2 S..

10 (top) -9 -11 -3 S.1
I (top) -10 -13 -4 S.i

12 (top) -11 -13 -5 S.I

13 (top) -12 -15 -6 S..I
14 (top) -13 -15 -7 S.1
15 (top) -14 -17 -8 S..I

16 (top) -15 -17 -9 S-1
17 (top) -16 -19 -10 S..1
18 (top) -17 -19 -11 S.,

19 (top) -18 -21 -12 S.01

20 (top) -19 -21 -13 S.1

21 (top) -20 -23 -14 S..I

22 (Lop) -21 -23 -15 S.1
23 (top) -22 -25 -16 S..

24 (top) -23 none -17 .... I
I (bot.) -18 -21 -12 S..1
2 (bot.) -20 -23 -14 S.i
3 (bot.) -22 -25 -16 5"1
4 (bot.) -24 none -18 ,..

pi- - 20 -to 0.10

*not actually implemented in the Dec. 1982 tests

Fi,. 3-1 s. BWbw TCAS N design kw to**V in LA.
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Altitude was canstant at 5500 feet for about 50% of the data and 8500
feet for the remaii;dcr. In addition, several takeoffs and landings were
included in the mission; each day's flying included tw,' takeoffs from LaX
(where the Boeing 727 was based), two landings at LAX, and a low approach at
Lo g Beach.

-. 3.5.3 Aircraft Density

The bulk of the flying was on a weekend (4-5 December 1982) so as to
experience the highest aircraft density. Fortunately, the weather was
relatively clear due to a severe storm that had passed thtough the region
several days before. It was good flying weather, conduclie to a high density
cf aircraft.

The data tapes show that the aircraft density was in fact quite high.
Figure 3-17 shows density values observed during one pass of the route from
north to south. The average density (including all transponder equipped

* aircraft) is seen to be about 0.1 per nmi2 . Peaks over 0.2 were observed
occasionally. About half of these aircraft are altitude reporting. These
values are generally consistent with density measure ,ents male previously
(Ref. 5).

3.5.4 Advisory Rate

A number of instances were observed in which an aircraft passed close by.
In many of these cases, the aircraft came close enough to trigger a traffic
advisory (TA) or resolution advisory (RA). The test aircraft did not respond
to these RAs. Four such instances occurred during the time period plotted in
Fig. 3-17, and these are marked in the figure.

The overall rate of RAs was 2.2 per hour, which is very high relativa to
the rate that would be experienced during an operational flight. For example,
in the Piedmont Phase I flights, the RA rate was 1/37 hours. This difference
is largely a consequence of the flight path adopted for these experiments; the
aircraft remained in the high density airspace and at low altitude all the
time, whereas an operational flight is in such airspace only a small fraction
of the time.

3.5.5 Antenna Problem

Several months after the mission, it was discovered that a problem had
developed in the directionaJ antenna subsystem. The problem was a leakage of
water into both top and bottom antenna units. As a result, the antenna
patterns were distorted and may have also changed with time to some extent.

* An estimate of the top antenna patterns as they existed during the LA mission
is shown in Fig. 3-18. These patterns were obtained by an indirect technique
that makes use of detailed whisper-shout data. Figure 3-18 should be regarded
as an approximation since azimuth extimates made by the same antenna were ased

*in constructing these figures. The front beam is seen to be much h'gher in
gain than the other three beams, whereas, by design, all four were to ne
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identical. It is also seen that the front beam is narrower than expected.
Nevertheless the antenna did succeed in directioially interrogating target
aircraft and in producing azimuth measurements that asear to be serviceable
in spite of the water leak.

3.5.6 Case Studies

Contained in the data recorded in LA are a number of close encounters
that occurred by chance. A set of 19 close encounters that occurred in a
2-hour period was analyzed in detail, where the criterion for being a close
encounter was that the aircraft came within 2 nmi in range while being within
1200 ft in altitude.

Performance in tracking these aircraft, each for the 50-second period
leading up to the point of closest approach, is shown in Figs. 3-19 and 3-20.
In Fig. 3-19 each D signifies the event that the target aircraft is in track
by the directional unit for one scan (one second). The figure also lists the
aircraft density within 5 nmi during the encounter. In most of the encounters
the target was in track continually throughout the 50 sec. period. There were
a few instances of gaps or late track initiations. The overall percentage of
time during which the target was in track in this data set is 97%. In
Fig. 3-20 each 0 represents the condition of being in track by the
omnidirectional unit for one scan. Qualitatively, the results here are the
same, and here too the overall reliability is 97%. In both cases the
performance is very good.

3.5.7 False Tracks

There were no false alarms in the LA data set. That is, at no time did a
false track satisfy the conditions for generating a resolution advisory or a
traffic advisory. There were, however, some false tracks. These were studied
to determine the false track rate for tracks within ±100 in elevation angle
and between 3 and 5 nmi in range. Results from 84 minutes of data are given
in Table 3-2 (n the row marked "original design"). As a percentage, the
false track rates foe both systems are much higher than the values seen in the
bulk of earlier data. In particular, the omnidirectional system percentage is

larger by 30:1 relative to the BCAS performance during the 1980 Eastern tour.
There are a number of factors that would be expected to cause this percentage

to be different.

Factors that would increase false track percentage: (1) Higher
fruit environment, afigTTTht path that stays constantly in high
density. (2) More severe multipath environment in LA, and flight
path that remains con3tantly at lcw altitude. (3) More

* whisper-shout interrogations, and as a result, more fruit replies
for a given fruit environment. (4) Relatively high proportion of
non-J!titude-reporting aircraft in L. These contribute to the

false track rate* (nimerator) hut not Lo the nu-mber of

* *Non-altitude-reporting aircraft contribute to false tracks, both with and

without altitude. The effect of interest here is the contribution to tracks
with altitude.
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TABLE 3-2

FALSE TRACK RATE, LA BASIN

DIRECTIONAL OMNIDIRECTIONAL

*ORIGINAL 487 track sec* 214 track sec.
DESIGN

6.7% 2.9%

IMPROVED 79 track sec. 139 track sec*
* - DESIGN

1.1% 1.9%

Notes:
* traffic -7350 aircraft seconds
" For comparison, in the 1980 Eastern Tour,

the false track rate was 0.1%.
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altitude-reporting aircraft (demoninator), and so tend to increase
the percentage.

Factors that would decrease false track percentage: (1) Reduced use
of bottom antenna.

Two changes to the surveillance algorithms appeared to be warranted and
were tried. One was a change in the multipath elimination algorithm to permit
it to work with non-sea-level reflectors. Another change (applicable only to
the directional unit) is azimuth filtering. This filtering discards any reply

* whose azimuth is inconsistent with the interrogation direction. Together,
these changes reduced the false track rate considerably, to the values given
in the second row of Table 3-2.

Such changes would be expected to degrade detection performance to some
extent. However, it was found that the effects on surveillance reliability
were insignificant, and in fact the excellent performance shown in Figs. 3-19
and 3-20 was obtained after these changes were made. Thus these changes have
been adopted into the baseline TCAS 11 design.

3.5.8 Statistical Analysis

A statistical analysis was undertaken with the goal of assessing
"* surveillance reliability as a function of traffic density and estimating the

degree of improvement attributable to the directional antenna. The data set
was divided into one-minute segments, and for each the maximum traffic density
was determined. For this purpose, traffic density was computed as the number
of aircraft between 2 and 5 nmi divided by 21w.* The aircraft count included
all transponder equipped aircraft, whether or not they were altitude
reporting. The counting involved a detailed manual procedure based on
computer plots of replies and tracks from both experimental systems.
Probability of track, P(T), was estimated as the percentage of

" aircraft-seconds during which the aircraft was in track, limiting attention to
aircraft within ± 100 in elevation, angle between 3 and 5 nmi in range, and for
which both own aircraft and the target aircraft were at least 600 feet above
ground level.

This study was performed omnidirectionally (that is, without noting the
azimuths of the targets), and for this reason the same peak power was used in
each of the four beams. The baseline TCAS II design, on the other hand, uses
different powers in the four beamt:: highest in the front, less to the sides,
and still less aft (Fig. 3-15). Thus relative to the baseline design,
additional interrogations in the back and side beams were added for this

0 study.

The results are given in Figs. 3-21 and 3-22 along with a curve showing
measured BCAS performance for comparison (Ref. 3). These results were

* obtained prior to the algorithmic changes associated with false tracks and
prior to a discovery that the lowest power omnidirectional interrogation had

• 21w is the area of the anular ring between 2 and 5 nmi.
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inadvertently been omitted. When the data were reprocessed using a -18 0f
interrogation as a replacement for the missing interrogation and using the
revised algorithms, the overall average value of P(T) for the omnidirectional
design rose from 90% (as marked in the figure) to 922. For the directional
design the average remained at 902.

The data In Figs. 3-?1 and 3-22 suggest the following observations: (I)
for botli omnidirectional ai directional units, performance is significantly
better than that of the original BCAS design. (2) Because of the scatter of
data points, the rate of degradation vs. traffic density is not evident in
either case. It would take an environmei-t considerably more dense before a
significant degradation would become apparent. (3) The results for the
directional unit do not indicate an improvement relative to the
omidirectional unit. The degraded antenna performance together with
insufficient aircraft density may account for this. A more detailed
exanination of directional performance Is described In the "whisper-shout
profiles" section below.

3.5.9 Effect of Elevation Angle

In the course of the statistical analysis of probability of track, P(T),
it became evident that many of the "targets-of-interest" (±10a) were at vety
low altitude, near the cutoff at -10% A quantitetive study (Fig. 3-23)1
confirmed that, in fact, about one half of all targets-of-interest were in the

* - band -5 to -10% This observation suggested that the ±100 definition may lead
to a pessimistic assessment of TOAS II, relative to its performance in an
operational environment.

* - An elevation angle comparison was made of this data vs. the elevation
angles experienced in ense studies of real mid-air collisions*, and vs. the
resolution advisory encounters in the Piedmont Phase I data. The comparison
indicates (Fig. 3-23) that indeed the ±10* analysis is pessimistic; an
analysis based on a i5* definition would be more representative of operational
perfora.ance.

The P(T) analysis was repeated using a ±5* elevation angle definition for
targets-of-interest, a'nd a significant increase in the values of P(T)
resulted. The overall average, which wat 89% for ±1Q% rose to 95% for 15%
This result is more consistent with the excellent performance seen above in
the 19 case studies.

3.5.10 Wisper-Shout Profiles

S One of the main jiectives of the airborne measurements in Los Angeles
was to assess TCAS performance using directional interrogation, and in
particular to assess the degree of improvement relative to nac of
omn~idirectional whisper-shouit. The statistical study of P(T) vs. density did
not, however, reveal any significant improvement achieved by the directional

- . *From a set of 15 actual mid-air collisions, Ref. 6., pp. C-i through C-3.
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design. Thin result was partially true because both designs performed wll In
the LA environment. Measurements in a higher density environment (if one
existed) might have revealed a performnce improvement. The hoped-for
improvement was explored further by mei is of an indirect method based on an
analysis of whisper-shout characteristits. This method makes use of the
whisper-shout profiles shown in Figs. 3-24 and 3-25. These figures display
the number of replies per interrogation as a function of whisper-shout index.

3.5.10.1 Fruit Rate

The first step was to try to distinguish between fruit and synchronous
replies since their effects are very different; it is only the number of
synchronous replies that cay be expected to be reduced through the use of
directional interrogation. To estimate fruit rate, a whisper-shout profile
was formed for the range band 0.1 to 1.1 nmi, a close-in region where few
synchronous replies would be received. The results plotted in Fig. 3-24 have
characteristics that would be expected: less fruit during sweeps in which WTL
was elevated (Fig. 3-15). Quantitatively, the relationship agrees with a
uniform-in-range model of aircraft traffic.

9_ The fruit rate received by the directional unit, 3200/sec. (Fig. 3-25),
was considerably less than that received by the ownidirectiona unit,
11200/sec. (Fig. 3-24). This implies a reduced sensitivity, which is probably
a result of the degradation in antenna performance (due to water) described
above. The amount of the degradation can be estimated as follows. According
to antenna measurements made by Dalimo Victor prior to installation, the peak
gain of the directional antenna was +2 dB relative to an ideal monopole. Thus
the azimuth-average gain was about +1 dB relative to a monopole. Cable losses
were 3 d8 for both systems. MTL values were measured as:

MTL, directional unit - -75 dim

MTL, omnidirectional unit = -79 dBm

Together, the differences add up to:

Antenna gain +1 dB
Cables 0 dB
Receiver .IL -4 dll

Total -3 dB

That is, the measurements of the equipment prior to airborne testing indicated
* that the directional unit would be less sensitive to fruit by 3 dB. The

airborne results in Figs. 3-24 and 3-25 imply, however, that the directional
unit was actually less sensitive to fruit by about 10 dB (this value obtained
by noting in Fig. 3-24 the omnidirectional 14TL shift such that the fruit rates

* are equal). The 7 dB difference between the prediction (3 diB) and the
measurement (10 dB) is an estimate of the degradation attributable to the

*water in the antenna.
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It may also be noted from Fig. 3-24 that under nominal conditions
(omnidirectional MTL - -77 dBm, cable - 3 d), the fruit rate would be about
9000 replies/sec.

A 3.5.10.2 Synchronous Replies

The lowest of the three curves plotted in Fig. 3-24 and in Fig. 3-25 can
be considered to indicate fruit replies, and the differences between the other
data points and the lowest curve can be considered to indicate synchronous

replies. Synchronous reply data are shown for two range bands, I to 3 nmi and

3 to 5 nmi.

3.5.10.3 Results

Examinatin of the plotted data leads to the following observations.

(1) The directional data resembles the bell-shaped curve seen

previously in similar data (Fig. 3-3) except that the fall-off on the right
side is not apparant. This is probably due to the sensitivity degradation

caused by the antenna.

(2) Both units exhibit an alternating high-low characteristic, which
Is to be expected as a result of the alternation between 2-dB and 3-dB
whisper-shout bins (Fig. 3-15). This provides additional evidence that a

change in bin size from 3 dB to 2 dB produces a significant reduction in
number of replies per interrogation.

(3) A dip is evident in the omnidirectional data around the region

where interrogation attenuation is 14 dB. This has been explained by
consideration of previous measurements showing the accuracy of the
whisper-shout attenuator. This data shows a discontinuity in the attenuator

characteristic, occurring between 15 dB and 16 dB (presumably because of the
switching of all 5 bits at that transition). Of all the whisper-shout
interrogations, only those at 13 dB, 14 dB, and 15 dB span this discontinuity,
and because they do span it, they would be expected to have bin sizes smaller

than nominal. The dip seen in Fig. 3-24 agrees with this expectation.

9 (4) For the omnidirectional design, the whisper-shout sequence does
not extend sufficiently low in power to reach a point where reply density is

small. The lowest power interrogation, at -23 dB (inadvertently omitted in
these measurements) would gather an undesirably large number of replies. It
may be concluded that the sequence should be extended at the low end to

approximately -30 dB.

(5) The average number of replies to one interrogation has in fact
been reduced by the introduction of directional interrogation. The reduction
factor, based on the region of highest reply density, and calculated

separately for the two range bands, is:

Reduction factor - 2.4 for range 1 1 to 3 nmi

2.4 for range 3 to 5 nmi

3-43
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Tits is close to the anticipated improvement factor of 2.5 (Sec. 3.2).

In summary, examination of these whisper-shout profiles has yielded
several useful results: a measure of the fruit environment in the LA Basin;
an estimate of the degradation in receiving sensitivity resiilting from water

-in the directional antenna; additional evidence of the effectiveness of
whisper-shout; a conclusion that the whisper-shout sequence should be extended
at the low end; and an estimate of the degarbling effectiveness of directional
interrogation.

I.
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4. SURVEILLANCE IN MODE S

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Functional Requirements

The function of the Node S surveillance processor is to identify and
track Mode S-equipped aircraft. The implementation of this function is

constrained by the requirement that the TAS transmissions not cause undue

interference to other services in the 1030/1090 MHz bands.

In Section 5.1, the above constraint is translated into limits upon the

interrogation power and rate of the system. When the normal operation of the'
surveillance processor would cause these limits to be violated, the
interrogation limiting algorithm described in Section 5,2 exercises
pre-emptive control to ensure that they continue to be satisfied. Since the
primary purpose of this control is to protect other aviatior-relcted
activities it does not ensure that the desired level of collision protection

is maintained. Thus it is important that the design of the Rurveillance
processor provide satisfactory collision protection in the required operating

environment when this control is present. Since each Mode S aircraft is
individually addressed, this becomes more difficult as the density of aircraft
increases. The design used for BCAS, which emphasized early interrogation of
all detected aircraft, cannot provide satisfactory collision protection for
the aircraft densities in which TCAS is required to operate.

To satisfy the constraints and provide adequate collision protection in
high aircraft densities it is necessary to restrict interrogations to only
those aircraft that might pose a collision threat. The opportunity to
distinguish between threatening and non-threatening aircraft without

interrogating them is provided by the reception of Node S transmissions that
are either replies to other interrogations or are spontaneously emitted. The
former are called fruit, the latter are called squitters. In particular, a
crude measure of an aircraft's range is provided by the frequency with which
the transmissions received from it exceed a given rate threshold. Also,
aircraft altitude is contained within replies to surveillance interrogations.
Thus an aircraft need be interrogated only if these parameters indicate that
it could be a collision threat within the time interval that is required for
planning and executing evasive maneuvers.

To see how this information can be used by the surveillance processor, it
is helpful to think of each Mode S-equipped aircraft as falling into one of
three categories as depicted in Fig. 4-1. Category I contains those aircraft
that could become collision threats to the TOAS-equipped aircraft if evasive
action is not taken. The immediacy of this possible threat dictates that
aircraft in this category be interrogated regularly and tracked so that
evasive maneuvers can be taken. At the other extreme, Category III contains

4-1
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those aircraft that are rarely, if ever, interrogated. This may occur either
because the unsolicted transmissions received from them indicate that they
cannot become collision threats for some considerable time, or because little,
if anything, is known of their presence. For the surveillance processor to
provide acceptable collision protection it must only rarely, if ever, allow
aircraft that are near-term threats to be assigned to Category Ill.

*: Finally, Category IT contains those aircraft that were previously in
Category III but whose threat potential, as assessed from their unsolicited

transmissions, has increased to the point where more information concerning
their t-'iectory must be obtained by interrogating them. This is a transient
category. Aircraft are reassigned to either Category I or III after the
interrogation has been made.

To obtain good collision protection the unsolicited information received
*from an aircraft must be processed so that the transition from Category III to

II to I is accomplished in time to allow evasive maneuvers to be taken.
However, to limit interference, as many aircraft as possible should be kept in

-' Category II. If this is not done, the collision protection provided by the
system may itself be seriously degraded by the interrogation limiting

*g algorithm. Finally, the number of aircraft that are assigned to Category I
should be as small as possible while ensuring that all collision threats are
included in that category.

The algorithms that cause aircraft to be assigned to the three categories

must strike a balance between these conflicting goals. Equally important are
the interrogation patterns used in Categories I and II. A reduction in the
power or rate of the TCAS interrogations will reduce interference to other
services, but will also reduce the collision protection provided.

In the sections that follow, the design approach that led to a
satisfactory balance is described. First, the broad structure of the system
is specified. Then the design of the blocks within that structure is

* disLussed in more detail. Most of the system parameters were determined
either by application of design ground rules or by simulation studies.
Finally, the performance of this design is verified by simulation and by using
data from airborne encounters as inputs to a software implementation of the
system.

4.1 2 System Structure

The categories described above correspond to a structure for the
surveillance processor that involves four states* to which a detected aircraft

*The term state, rather than category, is used to differentiate the system's

assessment of the threat posed by an aircraft from the actual threat.
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" can be assigned. The states are:

1. Monitor state
2. Acquisition state
3. Track state
4. Dormant state

The acquisition and track states correspond, respectively, to
Categories II and I in Fig. 4-1. The two remaining states correspond to
Category III. The monitor state is for aircraft that are judged to be
non-threats based only upon the information gained from the reception of their
unsolicited transmissions. The dormant state is for aircraft that have been
judged to be non-threats after their range has been determined by
interrogation.

The structure of the surveillance processor is related to the four states
as shown in Fig. 4-2. Detected aircraft are initially assigned to the monitor
state upon the detection of their unique ID. They remain in this state until
the rate of reception of their unsolicited transmissions indicates either
that:

I. They are so far removed from the TCAS aircraft that they are not an
immediate threat to it:

or
2. They may be a threat and the attitude Information received from them

re-enforces this conclusion.

In the first instance, the aircraft ID is removed from the system files and
any further receptions of it are treated as though it had not previously
existed. In the second instance, the aircraft is assigned to the acquisition
state.

Aircraft that have been assigned to the acquisition state are
interrogated until either:

1. An acceptable reply is obtained; or

2. It appears that such a reply will not be forthcoming.

in the first instance, the additional information obtained from the reply is
used to more accuratety asnp the threat posed by the aircraft. The aircraft
is then assigned to the track state if the threat is significant and the
aircraft is assigned to the dormant state if it cannot become a threat for

some considerable time*.

In the second instance, the aircraft iq reassigned to the monitor state
since continued interrogations may cause the Interrogation limiting algorithm
to degrade the collision protection against all aircraft. The reassignment

*As discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, the monitor state is sometimes
assigned.
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of the aircraft to the monitor state would be of marginal value if it were
unaccompanied by a change in the conditions under which the aircraft would,
once again, be assigned to the acquisition state. However, for a properly
operating system, the fact that a reply was not obtained from the aircraft
implies that its range was greater than had been thought. Thus, it should not
have been assigned to the acquisition state in the first place and should not

be reassigned to the state until the reception of its transmissions indicate

that its range has decreased significantly. Thus, the conditions under which
W an aircraft is changed from the monitor state to the acquisition state should
-. depend upon the number of times it has been re-assigned to the monitor state

after an unsuccessful interrogation. Similarly the number of unsuccessful
interrogations for which the state is changed to monitor from acquisition
should vary according to the number of times that change has recently been

made.

When an aircraft has been assigned to the track state it is interrogated
regularly and tracked. This process continues until it is certain that a
collision with that aircraft cannot occur for some considerable time. The
aircraft is then assigned to the dormant state*.

Targets assigned to the dormant state are not interrogated since they
cannot become collision threats for some considerable time. This assignment

is changed to the monitor state when there is any possibility that the
aircraft has become a near-term threat, as indicated in Fig. 4-2,

4.1.3 Design Constraints

Given the system structure shown in Fig. 4-2, it remains to specify:

1. The algorithms that are used to determine when the aircraft state
should be changed, and,

2. The operations performed for aircraft in each of the four states.

Both of these specifications are strongly influenced by the information
that the system is allowed to use concerning the .osition, motion and
capabilities of aircraft and the system parameters that can be varied
dynamically.

To draw upon the experience obtained from flight tests of BCAS it was
decided to constrain this study of minimum TCAS II design in a number of

respects. These constraints are listed in Table 4-1 and are discussed below.

A major impact of the first group of constraints is to exclude TCAS
designs that 1) measure received power levels to estimate aircraft range,
2) utilize on-board information concerning the TCAS aircraft that is not
available either from the TCAS equipment itself or from the associated Mode S
transponder and 3) measure aircraft bearing.

M discuised in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, the monitor state is sometimes
assigned.
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TABLE 4-1

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

I. Collision Information Used by TCAS: Limited to:

1. That obtained from on-board transponder

2. That obtained from data in transmissions from other transponders

3. Range

IL. Design Features Adopted from BCAS

1. Filtering on confidence bits and consistency checks

2. Division of time between interrogation/replies and listening
for unsolicited transmissions

3. One-second scans

4. Tracking algorithms

5. Antenna diversity switching

6. Omni-directional operation
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The first exclusion was adopted to permit use of the BCAS reply processor
design in TAS. The second exclusion was imposed because of the difficulty
and expense of providing interfaces to obtain other information. It is a

significant exclusion, for if the airspeed of the TCAS-equipped aircraft were
available, use of the relative bearing of aircraft would improve the

performance of the system markedly. The third exclusion was adopted for two
reasons. First, without information concerning the airspeed of the
TCAS-equipped aircraft, bearing information is of limited use. Second,
preliminary analysis indicated that the operating requirements could be met
without its use. Thus ir, the interests of system simplicity it was excluded.

The result of the above constraints is that the information inputs to the
surveillance processor are: the detected bit pattern of solicited and
unsolicited transmissions from Node S transponders, the measured ranges of
aircraft that have been successfully interrogated, and the altitude and
maximum capable airspeed of the TCAS aircraft itself. In all of these regards
the TCAS design is similiar to the BCAS design. Similarities also exist at a
more detailed design level as is indicated in Table 4-1.

In particular, the same filtering of detected bit patterns is employed to
remove those that are clearly erroneous. Also, the system listens for
unsolicited transmissions whenever it is not engaged in an interrogation/reply
cycle and during such cycles the listening window is that used in BCAS. These
time allocations are organized within one second titee-frames called scans.

* The BCAS tracking algorithms are also assumed to be employed, although they
" have no direct impact on the work reported here. Finally, diversity antennas

are used with the BCAS diversity switching algorithm. Although capable of
directional operation, the antennas are assumed to be used in a
non-directional mode. This last constraint is imposed more for system
simplicty than to capitalize upon the BCAS design.

The TCAS design differs from the BCAS design in the areas enumerated in
Table 4-2. The first difference pertains not to the TCAS equipment itself,
but to the "squitters" transmitted by Node S transponders. The reasons for
this change are discussed in Section 4.2. Items 2, 3, and 4 in the table ali
reflect the design changes that were made to ensure satisfactory operation at
the high aircraft densites in which TCAS is intended to operate.

Roughly stated, the sensitivity of the system is controlled by the
minimun triggering level (KTL) that is used for the reception of unsolicited
transmissions from Node S transponders. It is kept at the most sensitive
setting for which the interference limiting constaints of Section 5.1 are
satisfied.

Since the interrogation and reply links are of roughly equal quality (at
least in the absence of heavy Node C fruit), the power level used to
interrogate an aircraft is related to the NTL at which it was detected. If
the HTL was 5 dh above the most sensitive (nominal) setting, the interrogation
power used will be 5 dB below the maximum (nominal) value. On the other hand,

- the maximum receiver sensitivity is always used in listening for the reply to
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TABLE 4-2

AREA IN WHICH TCAS DIFFERS FROM BCAS

1. Squitter Format

2. Control of HTL for Unsolicited Trqnsmissions

3. Programming of Interrogation Power

4. Information Processing Algorithms

5. Error Correction
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an interrogation. Maximum sensitivity is also used in lsteninr for replies
from aircraft that are in the track state, but the interrogation powers to
these aircraft are related to their ranges in order to control interference.

The development of the algorithms that determine the state assigned to an
aircraft is described in Sections 4.3 through 4.6. That development was the
major task in the design of the surveillance processor.

The final listed change, error correction, was made for two reasors.
First, at the hiph densities of interest here, Made C fruit can cause the
reliability of the reply link to be substantially less than that of the
interrogation link. The use of error correction reduces the chance that this
imbalance will compronise the collision proLectioR provided by the system.
Second, it is prudent to choose a robust design whenever it does anot involve
undue complexity. The use of error correction appears to be such a choice.

4.2 False Address Problem

TCAS equipment only addresses interrc,,ations to aircraft whose ID's have
been received. However, false addresses will sometimes be generated by
fruit, multipath, and receiver noise, which corrupt the squitter signal
received from a transponder. In fact, in the high density environments for
which TCAS is intended, the squitters used by TCAS night generate and
duplicate false addresses at a r.Le thaL wcu.t over'brdbor the system Memory
and cause a significant number of interrogations to be addressed to
non-existent aircraft.

To ensure that this does not occur, it was necessary to reduce the
probability that a false address would be received repeatedly. This was done
by changing the squitter to the Mode S All-Call format so that error detection
could be used. As a consequence, altitude information is no longer contained
within the squitters. Altitude information is now extracted from the Mode S
surveillance replies that an already identiried transponder transmits in
response to interrogations from other equipment, when such replies are
available. When such replies are not available, for example when over the
ocean, altitude remains unknown until the aircraft i. interrogated.

The decision to change the snuitter format was based on flight test data
whiclh suggested that false addres.es were far -ore frequently created by
single hit errors than they would be if che bit errors were statistically
Independent and identically distributc.d. An illustration of this is given in
Fig. 4-3 which shows the number of times each bit of a Mode S reply was
received erroneously. For a total of 18,500 receptions in low-density

*airspace, 5.6% of the replies h ad errors and about 40% of those errors
involved just one out of the 56 reply bits. It is believed that most of these
errors were due t. multipat.h, as the fruit rate was low. The increased counts
near the end of the reply also support this conclusion.
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If these errors are not detected, the consequences are two-fold. First,
they increase the computational load and memory requirements of the TCAS
equipment. For example, if the error rate is 10% and 20 seconds elapse before
a false address is purged from the system, there will be roughly twice as many
false addresses in memory as real addresses. More significantly, because 40%
of the errors involve only one bit, the rate of repeating false addresses will
lead to many wasted interrogations in the high density airspace for which the
system is intended.

The wasted interrogation rate can be reduced somewhat by purging
addresses from the processor sooner, but the detection rate then also suffers.
Detection studies showed that addresses should not be purged less than
16 seconds following their first receipt. The curve of Fig. 4-4 shows that
there will be as many interrogations transmitted to non-existent targets as to
real targets when the average single-bit error rate reaches 10%. This is
significant since TCAS wilt not achieve the desired high-density performance
if the wasted interrogation rate approaches the valid interrogation rate.

In higher traffic densities the Mode S reply rate is higher and there are
more interference replies to corrupt each Mode S reply. Realizing this, the
squitter error rate was examined in a denser traffic environment. Figure 4-5
shows results from an encounter flown over New York City in September 1982.
The top part of the plot shows the range of the Mode S aircraft as a functLon
of time. The bottom half shows the rate of 1-bit errors detected by the top
and bottom antennas on the TCAS aircraft. The rates fluctuated considerably
and exceeded 10% a significant fraction of time.

The false address problem can be eliminated by using the Mode S All-Call
format for Mode S acquisition. In the all-cal! format, address errors can be
detected and corrected with higb probability because the address is
transmitted as part of the dat:i field of the reply format and it is protected
by an independent parity field, as shown in Fig. 4-6.

Using the Mode S All-Call format results in a slight increase in the
Mode S fruit rate because, unlike surveillance replies, the all-call format is
not tranismitted routinely for other purposes by Mode S transponders. The
periodic transmission of an all-call sqlitter thus adds to the existing Mode S
fruit backgroand. However, this additional fruit causes no significant
degradation of ground surveillance (Ref. 10).

Another dLsadvantage of using the All-Call format for squitters is that
it does not provide altitude information. However, altitude is not necessary
in squitters since (in dense traffic, where altitude information is needed
most) a Mode S surveillance fruit with altitude will usually be received
,hortly following the receipt of an all-call squitter. If a surveillance
riepLy with altitude is not received soon after the squitteir, TCAS can
Intorrogat e the target to determine its altitude and range.
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4.3 Monitor State

4.3.1 Design Considerations

The information available for identifying possible collision threats is
1) the pattern of squitters and fruit received from the aircraft, 2) the
altitude information conveyed by the fruit and 3) the number of unsuccessful
attempts that have been made to acquire the aircraft.

If the altitude separation is sufficiently large and its rate of decrease
is sufficiently small, no interrogation is needed. On the other hand, unless

the available altitude information clearly indicates that the aircraft is a
non-threat, the other available information must be examined if an
interrogation is to be avoided. The most that can be inferred from this
information is the degree to which the received power level does, or does not,
exceed the detection threshold (MTL). Thus, loosely stated, the processor
must decide whether or not the received power level is large enough so that
the aircraft may be a threat and whether the link reliability is good enough
so that acquisition should be attempted.

One approach to such decision problems that has been found to be
efecLlve in many instances is the Sequential Probability Ratio Test provided
by Statistical Decision Theory (Ref. 8). An application of that test to the
problem at hand suggests the following algorithm*.

Decision Algorithm.- Upon the first receipt of an aircraft ID the
aircraft is assfgned to the monitor state and a sum initialized at a value C
is associated with it. Upon each succeeding receipt of the same ID, the sum
is incremented by an amount z; for each scan during which the ID is not
recelved the sum is decremented by one. The process continues as long as the
value of the sum exceeds 0 and is less than a constant Z. When the sum
decreases to 0, the ID is purged from the system and rny further receipt of

*- that ID causes a newly initialized sum to be formed. When the sum equals or
exceeds the constant Z, a test is performance to determine if the aircraft

"* should be assigned to the acquisition state, unless the available altitude
information now indicates that this is not necessary. The squitter processing
used in BCAS is, in fact, a special case of this algorithm.

The operation of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4-7 for three
different example sequences of address detection.

The action of the algorithm on squitters and fruit differs in two ways.
First, as discussed in Section 4.2, only squitters are used to enter an
aircraft liD into the system. Detected fruit is processed only if its address
is already contained in the system. Second, the assessment of the collision
threat in altitude involves only the fruit (surveillance replies), since no
altitude information is contained in the squitters.

* I T"T detailed specification and performance of the algorithm is presented
in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
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The average value of the sum n scans after its initialization will be
nfzr-Q] +C, where r is the average number of times the address is detected per
scan and Q is the probability that no address is detected during a scan. From
this it is apparent that if zr exceeds Q the sum will tend, in time, to exceed
Z. If zr is less than Q, the sum will tend, in time, to fall below zero.
Clearly, z must be chosen so that the first situation prevails for all
detection rates r that can be associated with threatening aircraft.

If the values of r and Q were uniquely and monotonically related to the
range of the aircraft, the choice of z would be straightforward.
Specifically, the minimum range at which an aircraft could not pose an
immediate collision threat would be determined and z would be set equal to
Qm/rm where rm and Q_ are the values of r and Q for aircraft at that minimum
range. (A somewhat larger value of z would actually be required since the
time the algorithm requires to reach a decision tends to infinity as Q/r
approaches z.)

Unfortunately, the substantial variations that can occur in transponder
power outputs and link losses keep r from being uniquely related to the
aircraft range. Thus z must be made large enough to ensure that no
threatening aircraft will go uninterrogated. This means that a number of
aircraft will be interrogated whose range is so large that they need not have
been interrogated. These interrogations cannot be avoided when an aircraft is
first detected; for there is then no way of knowing if the detection is the
result of an unusually large power from a distant transponder.

On the other hand, once an aircraft has been interrogated, a more
discriminating decision can be made concerning it even if a reply is not
received, for the absence of that reply indicates that the reliability of the
interrogation and/or reply link is not as good as had been thought and no
further interrogations should be made until the reliability improves. Since
that improvement can be sensed only by a change in the detection rate of the
aircraft's squitters and fruit, a higher detection rate should be required for
any subsequent interrogations. Thus the parameter z in this processing
algorithm should not be a constant but should vary from aircraft to aircraft
according to the number of times they have previously been interrogated
unsuccessfully.

Minimum Triggering Level.- Another important system parameter is the
Minimum Triggering Level (MTL) used to detect squitters and fruit. Setting
the MTL to about the minimum received power expected from any threatening
aircraft will both facilitate the rapid interrogation of threatening aircraft
and reduce the number of interrogations to nn-threat aircraft. It is the
value of HTL that should be used if only one fixed value is to be employed.
However, the value of the HTL cannot be fixed but must instead be adjusted
continuously to the most sensitive value that satisfies the interference
limiting standard. In this way the collision protection provided is always
maximized subject to the constraints imposed. Whether or not the protection
is adequate is determined by whether or not the resulting MTL is more
sensitive than the minimum value determined above.

4-18
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Threat Assessment.- A final question to be addressed is the relationship
between the assessment of an aircraft's threat potential from altitude
information and from the running sum associated with it. For example, should
a sum be associated with an aircraft whose altitude separation from the TCAS
aircraft is known to be quite large and, if so, what action should be taken
when the sum reaches Z?

Part of the answer to this question is clear. Since any altitude
information obtained from an aircraft is less ambiguous and more precise than
that obtained from a running sum, an aircraft that is determined not to be an
immediate threat from the available altitude information should not be
interrogated. One might infer from this that the sum need not be initialized
for an aircraft until the available altitude information indicates that it may
be a threat. However, this would delay the interrogation of aircraft closing
in altitude hy the time required for the sum to build up to the value Z.

This delay coild conceivably compromise the collision protection provided
against aircraft with marginal transponder power. Therefore, the sum is
associated with an aircraft when the monitor state is first assigned to it and
the sum is allowed to evolve independently of the altitude information until
the threshold Z is reached. The state will be changed to the acquisition
state at that time unless the available altitude information indicates that
the aircraft is not a threat. If it is not a possible threat, the evaluation
of the running sum continues, but the sum is not permitted to exceed z.

The processing sequence that results from the above decisions is shown in
Fig. 4-8 for a single aircraft ID.

To complete the functional description of the processing for aircraft
assigned to the monitor state it is necessary to specify:

1. The values of the running sum parameters C, Z and z,
2. The processing of the altitude infoLmation.

These tasks will now be addressed in turn.

4.3.2 Parameters of he Running Sum Algorithm

A number of Important 'actors lafluence the choice of C, Z and z. These
factors are discussed below.

1. First, Z should be made large -znough, or z made small enough, so that
several fruit will be detected before Lhe running sum reaches Z. Otherwise,
many aircraft that are separated in altitude will be interrogated when the sum
reaches Z even though no altitude infornation has been received. Since it is
a scultter that causes the sum to be Initialized, it seems reasonable to
require at least two more detections afuer initialization before Z can be
reached. This will occur if z is less than Z-C. The probability that some
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altitude information will be received before the sum reaches Z is then at

least 0.5 if the detection probability Is the same for squitters and fruit.

If z is ach less than Z-C, the time that elapses before a threatening target

is interrogated may become excessive. Therefore z should be on the order of

Z-c.

2- A second consideration is that threatening aircraft should be

assigned to the acquisition state in a timely manner even when the detection

probability is varying widely, as it will during deep fades. This is
particularly important before the first acquisition attempt. Clearly, the

performance cannot be acceptable in all situations, but it seems reasonable to

require that the acquisition state be assigned whenever several detections
occur in a short period of time, even if the value of the running sum is near
zero. This implies that Z be at most a few times z when there is no past
history of interrogation failures, that is, let Z/z be at most three.

3. As an aircraft accumulates a history of unsuccessful interrogations,
the value of z should be reduced as discussed in Section 4.3.1. These values

need not be limited as described in the previous parpvraph, since the

lengthening history of no replies reduces the probability that a short deep

fade is in progress. However, with one exception, z should always be large

enough that the threshold Z will he reache In a relatively short time if
squitters or fruit begin to be detected on each successive scan. That time is

taken to be 10 seconds and therefore Z/z should not exceed 10.

4. An exception arises if repeated interrogations of the aircraft fail
to elicit a reply and yet the aircraft continues to be reassigned to the
Acquisition state even after z has been reduced to the minimum value specified
above. Then it is highly probable that the Mode S transponder being

interrogated is not working properly, e.g., it is abnormally insensitive or
its power is abnormally high, and z should be reduced even further to avoid
wasting interrogations. Indeed, one might argue that no further

interrogations should be addressed to it; however a more conservative approach
is to only relax the constraits on Z/z by d factor of two, from 10 to 20, and
this only in the extreme situation in which the aircraft has been returned to

the monitor state from the acquisition state three or more times.

S. At tihe other extref..; In the ahPnce of altituedp Information, an
airc ft should be assigned to the acqusition state if the probability, P, of

detecting its squitters and fruit is sufficiently large, no matter what the

past history of interrogations has been. It is obvious that this should be
done when the detection probability, P, is one; for there is then no way of
estimating Just how close the aircraft may be. That assi,,nment should proably

*also be made when P is as small as 1/4 or 1/8 since the antL:nna switching on
the two aircraft could cause three out of four transmissions to occur on an
antenna pair for which the path loss is high. the conservative value of 1/8

was chosen. Howaver, even if P exceeds 1/8, there is no certainty that the
assignmcnt to the acquisition state will always be made; all that can be
specified is the probability of its being made. The parameters were selected

so that the transition from the monitor stare to the acquisition state will be
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made with a probability of at least 90% whenever P exceeds 1/8. Thus, if the
transition Is not made on the first attempt and the aircraft's transmissions
continue to be received, the entire proce38 Vill be repeated and the
probability that it is assigned the acquisition state on one of the first tvo
iterations will be 992.

6. Finally, an aircraft should not be purged from the system while there
is any significant chance that it soon will be reassigned to the monitor
state; for if that occurs the history uf past interrogations will be lost. On
the other hond, to reduce the memory loid, an aircraft's ID should be purged
when Lhere is little chance of receiving further tranmissions f~om It. A
requirement was imposed that aircraft for which P is less than 1/50 be purged
from the system with a probability of 90%.

These factors lead to the set of constraints listed in Table 4.3. These
contraints can be translated Into numerical limits by drawing upon the
performance expressions for Sequential Probability Ratio Tests. The
expressions involve

Pthe value of P above which it is desired that the acquisition
state he assigned,

ad the probability that this assignment is in fact not made,

POI, the value of P below which it is desired that the address be purged
from the system and a, the probability that this is not done.

These values are Pei 18, P0  1/50 and a - -0n.1.

Approximate expressions for C, Z and z in terms of P1 9 POO a and are
available in Ref. 8 for the situation in which at most one squitter, or fruit,
is received from an aircraft per scan. This situation will arise when the
ground interrogation rate of Mode S transponders ito small. It is a "worst
case" situation for the issues of concern here. The expressions are

.n 0
C - ------

(1-P0 )
1-n-----

-ln (08)

(1-PO)
1n----

(1.-P

inl (P1/% )

(i-P0

(0 -P)
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TABLE 4-3

CONSTRAINTS ON THE VkLUEE OF C, Z AND z.

z Z-C

Z/z ( 3 Prior to first interrogation

Z/Z 10 After first interrogations but,

Z/z < 20 If it appears transponder is malfunctioning

For P ) 1/8 Acquisition state assigned with probability of at least 90%

For P • .02 Aircraft ID purged with probability of at least 90%

4
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Introducing the values of P1 , Po, a and $ into these expressions yields
C-20.3, Z=40.6, and z-16.2, which are rounded off to

-* C-20
Z-40

* z-16

Note that the theory also states that the mean time required to reach a
decision when P - P1 is approximately C/(I+Plz), or about 7 seconds.

These values satisfy the constraints that apply before the first
interrogation has been made. Thus they may also be used for that situation.
The remaining issue is how to reduce z on subsequent returns to the monitor
state from the acquisition state. Table 4-3 implies that z should be no less
than four for the first and second return and no less than two for any
subsequent return. This suggests that the sequence of values for z be
16,x,4,2 where x is a value to be determined.

Simulation studies of the kind discussed in Section 4.7 have Indicated
t that the performance of the system is not very sensitive to the choice of x.
Thus it is appropriate to continue the geometric pattern and take it to be 8.

4.3.3 Altitude Processin

For a target aircraft that may possibly be a threat in range, the
function 3f monitor state altitude processing is to determine whether
available altitude information indicates that the aircraft Is not a threat in
altitude. The processing divides naturally into two parts. In one, estimates
of the relative altitude rate are derived from the sequence of fruit replies
received from an aircraft that has ben assigned to the monitor state. In the
other, the threat that an aircraft represents in altitude is evaluated
whenever the value of the sum described in Section 4.3.2 becomes at least as
large as the threshold Z. These two aspects of the processing are discussed

* in more detail below.

-" The information available is the sequence of iltitude reports contained
within the fruit that have been received from the aircraft. Rnwever, only a
few of the most recent values are significant. Because of that (and to reduce
the storage requirements), the threat assessruent is based upon the most
recently re-eived altitude and the most recently calculated estimate of the
altitude rate. The two primary design questions are then: How should the
altitude rate be estimated and how should be threat be assessed?

S
Rate Fstimation.- Rate estimation involves a compromise. An up-to-date

estimate of the rate is desired, which implies that the two most recently
rtceived values of the altitude should be used in the estimate. On the ether
hand, the values used must be separated by enough time to ensure that the
estimate is not currupted by the q':dntization of the altitude reports.

Finally, the time separation should be small enough to ensure that the true

altitude rate is being measured. The compromise may be struck in a number of
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ways, the approach used in the simulation described in Section 4.7 is as
follows:

For each aircraft assigned to the monitor state, an altitude, an altitude
rate, and the time at which they apply is retained in a file. Initially, the
first altitude report received from the aircraft is stored in the file. Each
subsequent altitude report replaces the one that is stored unless the time
between the two reports is less than 20 seconds, in which case the newly
received report is discearded. When a new altitude is to be stored, it and the
altitude it is to replace are used to re-estimate the altitude rate. The new
rate then replaces the previously stored rate unless the time separation of
the two reports exceeds 120 seconds, in which case no rate estimate is
retained.

The above procedure does not always cause the most recently received
altitude to be saved in the file. If the most recent altitude were saved, and
no other altitudes were recorded, the elapsed time between the stored and
newly received altitudes could at times be so small that a useful estimate ofthe altitude rate could not be obtained. Of course, this could be remedied by
retaining additional altitude information in the file, but the approach

described here provides satisfactory performance. With this approach, the
stored altitude and the altitude rate were valid less than 20 seconds ago
unless an altitude report has not been received for 20 seconds in which case
they werc valid less chan 20 seconds before the last received report.

Having chosen the means by which an aircraft's altitude and altitude rate
are determined, it remains to specify the means by which the aircraft threat
is assessed.

Altitude Threat Assessment.- An aircraft should not be considered a
threat if the altirude separ-ation from it is large and will continue to be so
for the immediate future. Stated more precisely, an aircraft should be
considered a threat and it should be assigned to the acquisition state if
either 1) no altitude information is available, or 2) the altitude separaticn
is, or has recently been, less than some critical separation, or 3) the
separation could become zero within some critical time. In the simulations

reported in Section 4.7 a critical separation of 3,000 feet and a critical
p. time of 60 seconds were used.

in particular, when the sum associated with an aircraft becomes as large
as the threshold Z it is assigned to the acquisition state unless the
following coiditions are satisified:

1 1. An altitude has been received from it and

2. When the altitude was stored the vertical separation exceeded
3,00)O feet and either

V 
3a. The altitude rate was estimated within the last 60 seconds and at

., that rate the vertical separation of the aircraft could not become
zero for at least 60 more seconds or

-2
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3b. An altitude rate was not estimated within the last 60 seconds but,
assuming that the aircraft has been closing in altitude since the

last altitude was stored and that the closure rate does not exceed
the sum of 6,000 feet per minute pius the magnitude of the rate for

the TCAS aircraft, the present vertical separation either exceeds
9,000 feet or the additional time required for it to reach zero

exceeds 60 seconds.

- . The last condition, 3b, pertains to situations in which a recent estimate
of the rate is not available, and should not arise often since the parameters

of the monitor state processing have been chosen so that several altitude
reports will usually be received before the threshold Z is reached. Moreover,
it affects the performance of the processor significantly only when there are
many aircraft for whom the vertical separation from the TCAS ircraft is

rather large but from whom few altitude reports are received.

Condition 3b car occur when the fruit rate is low either because few
surveillance replies are requested by other interrogators or because the link
geometry is such that they do not reach the TCAS aircraft. Since the former

*situation can be encountered on oceanic flights and the latter can be

encountered in overflights of high density terminal areas, the condition has
been retained in the design and is included in the simulations reported in
Section 4.7.

4.4 Acquisition State

- - 4.4.1 Functions

The processing of aircraft in the acquisition state is similiar to that
used in BCAS (Ref. 7) and need be described only in broad outline and in

contrast to the BCAS processing.

The functions of the processing are to determine the range of aircraft
and to assess the threat they represent. If that threat is significant, the
aircraft is assigned to the track state. Otherwise, the aircraft is assigned

.. to the dormant state or the monitor state. In making these assignments it is
necessary to limit the number of interrogations to aircraft from whom replies

0 are not received. This limit must balance the goals of ensuring that all
threatening aircraft are assigned to the track state and of avoiding
unnecessary interrogations that cn-ld cause the interrogation limiting
algorithm to compromise the colltsion protection provided by the system. The
means of achieving these goals are 3iscussed in turn below.

4.4.2 Threat Assessment

In the acquisition state the threat represented by an aircraft is
determined fr-m its altitude separation from the TCAS-equipped aircraft and

its slant range.

4
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Altitude Separation.- The altitude information is used in much the same
way as it is for the monitor state. The two processes differ only in that
altitude information will be obtained from replies to interrogations, rather
than from fruit. Thus, except for some minor changes, the altitude processing
for the acquisition state is as describec in Section 4.3.3. In particular, an
aircraft is removed from the acquisition state and reassigned to the monitor
state whenever the altitude information indicates that it cannot become an
immediate threat.

It may be noted that a transition from the acquisition state to the
monitor state is not allowed in Fig. 4-2. It was omitted from the figure and
the accompanying text to simplify the initial description. A more complete
description which distinguishes between the use of altitude and range
information is shown in Fig. 4-9.

Slant Range and Time-to-Endanger.- The range information is used to
determine the Iengtn ortime during Whiic, a collision cannot occur when there
is no vertical separation between the two aircraft. This time is called the
time-to-endanger and is denoted by TE. The available information upon which
the calculation of TE is based is the range, the maximum capable airspeeds of

Ithe two aircraft and the knowledge that a 250-Kt speed limit exists at
altitudes below 10,000 feet. Because this speed limit is sometimes waived, it
is assumed that the interrogated aircraft does not obey it. It is assumed
that the TCAS aircraft does conform to the speed limit. Thus, above 10,000
feet, 7'" is the range divided by the sum of the maximum capable airspeeds, and
below 10,000 feet, it is the range divided by the sum of the speed limit and
maximum capable speed of the interrogated aircraft. A conservative speed
limit of 300 knots is used in the system simulation discussed in Section 4.7.

The magnitude of the threat represented by an aircraft is inversely
related to TE. The question is: what is the value of TE for which an
aircraft should be assigned to the track state? The value must be large
enough to ensure that the crack state is assigned before the aircraft reaches
the threat boundary used by the CAS logic. For 1200-Kt and 500-Kt head-on
encounters this boundary is reached when TE equals 33 and 27 seconds,
respectively.

Since the two times given above are comparable and since some additional
time is required to establish a track that can be used by the CAS logic, there
is little advantage in letting the threshold value of TE depend upon altitude.
Instead, a single threshold value of 41 seconds was used in the simulations
described in Section 4.7. In the absence of the interrogation limiting
constraints, the use of a larger threshold would provide added collision
protection by causing aircraft to be tracked at greater ranges. However,
action of the interrogation limiting algorithm could in fact reduce the range
at which aircraft are detected if this threshold were made larger.

4.4.3 Interrogation Parameters

The above discussion assumes that the interrogations made by TCAS elicit
replies. It remains to discuss the selection of the rate and the power of
interrogations addressed to an aircraft.
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Parameter Selection Considerations.- Several factors enter into the

choice of these parameters. The interrogation rate and power should be
sufficient to ensure an adequate reply probability. However, neither the rate
nor the power should be excessive, for the resulting action of the
interrogation limiting algorithm may then compromiae the collision protection

that is provided.

It is not necessary for replies to be received from all aircraft assigned
to the acquisition state. Some assignments may have resulted from unusually
high power emitted by aircraft whose ranges are so great that they cannot be
threats. Failure to elicit a reply from such an aircraft will cause the
increment z to be changed when the monitor state is reassigned to the
aircraft. This, in turn, will prevent its being returned to the acquisicion

state and reinterrogated until its level of squitter/frui activity has

increased.

The design choices to be made are then: what power level should be used
for interrogations and how many interrogations should be made before the
acquisition attempt is declared a failure?

Power Level.- The choice of the power reflects the fact that the
interrogation link is nominally as reliable as the link for the reception of
squitters and replies to interrogations. Thus if the presence of an aircraft
were detected with an MTL 6 dB above the minimum value, an interrogation power
6 dB below the maximum value should suffice to elicit a reply.

The balance between the two links is not exact; in any specific situation
a substantial imbalance may exist. The only consistent rationale for less
interrogation power is that Mode C fruit is not present on the interrogation

link. But this does not justify a general reduction in the interrogation
power since the proposed power might be inadequate to elicit a reply from a
threatening aircraft whose transponder sensitivity is low relative to its

power output. Such an aircraft would seem to benefit from an increased
interrogation power. However, simulation studies of the type discussed in
Section 4.7 indicate that such an increase is not needed to obtain
satisfactory performance. Moreover, to adopt an increase in the interests of
conservatism could be ill-advised since the constraints imposed by the
interrogation limiting algorithm would then be tightened. Hence the decision
to match the interrogation power to the TL.

Interrogation Rate.- The following factors were considered in choosing
the maximum number of Inte:rogations allowed during an acquisition attempt.
The number must be large enough to ensure that a threatening aircraft is

acquired in time for evasive maneuvers to be taken. On the other hand, the
6number should be small enough to prevent unnecessary restriction of the

collision protection by the action of the interrogation limiting algorithm.
The choice between the extremes is not critical since the maximum number of
interrogations will rarely be employed.
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Some guidance in making the choice is provided by the conditions under
which the acquisition state is assigned by the monitor state processing.
Examination of that processing shows that the acquisition state is assigned n
scans after the sum has been initialized only if the number, nr, of squitters
and fruit received is approximately equal to (20 +B)/z where B is the number
of scans during which there were no receptions. If only squitters were
received, B would equal n-nr and, for the state change to occur in n scans, n.
would be approximately equal to (20 + n)/(z +1). Then one could conclude that
the reliability 3f the reply link was (20 +n)/(z +1)n.

As noted in Section 4.3.2, the mean value of n is about 7 for the
situations in which it is desired to assign the acquisition state with z equal
to 16; thus the link reliability is on the order of 1/4 when the acquisition
state is first assigned. Consequently, If the interrogation and reply links
are balanced, an average of about 4 interrogations should be needed to elicit
a reply. If fruit are also received, the link reliability will be less than
this estimate and more interrogations may be needed. Conversely, the antenna
switching for acquisition is not random, as it is during monitor processing.
but is determined by the history of successful receptions. Thus, fewer
interrogations than four might suffice.

Faced with these uncertainties, and the knowledge that there is little
penalty in erring on the high side, it was decided to allow a maximum of 6
interrogations during an acquisition attempt after one or two previous
attempts have failed. A larger value, 9, is allowed for the first attempt to
reduce the chance of failing to acquire a truly threatening aircraft with a
substandard transponder. At the other extreme, after three previous failures,
each accompanied by a decrease in z, it is assumed that there is little chance
a reply will ever be received. This would suggest that the aircraft not be
interrogated further, but conservatism indicates one interrogation on each
acquisition attempt after the third.

Simulation studies of the kind discussed in Section 4.7 were used to
explore the change in system performance that would result from small
variations of the numbers of interrogations presented above. Little change
was observed so the choices were adopted.

4.5 Track State

An aircraft that has been assigned to the track state In interrogated
regularly and tracked. These operations differ from those used in BCAS in
only two regards. First, the interrogation power is varied according to the
aircraft range and, second, the altitude processing has been modified to
incorporate the improvements introduced in the processing of other states.

The decision to vary the interrogation power with aircraft range stemed
from two factors. One was that there is no reason to use the maximum possible
power to interrogate aircraft in the track state when a lower power sufficed
to obtain a reply in the acquisition state. The other was that the power used
for acquisition interrogations is as large as allowed by the interrogation
limiting algorithm. If that power provided a detection range of 20 nmi.,
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there is little point in "sing it to interrogate a target ai a range of 2 nma.
If excess power is used to track a close-in aircraft, the range at which other
aircraft are acquired will be reduced by the interrogation limiting algorithm,

thereby reducing the overall collision protection provided by the system.

The manner in which the interrogation power should be varied with range
is not immediately clear. In the absence of any channel fading, a reasonable
procedure would be to vary it as (R/Ro)2 where R is the range of the aircraftS to be interrogated and Ro is the surveillance range for maximum power

(30 nmi). That is, the power used for a icqige R should be reduced by
20 log(Ro/R) dE from the power r.sed at the maximum range R0 . Since link fades
due to multipath and aspect angles occur frequently, this manner of varying

the interrogation power is not acceptable, but it becones much more promising
- .when an adequate fade margin Is Included in it.

Examination of link propagation data indicated that a margin of about
10 dB was more than adequate. Thus the interrogation power to an aircraft at
a range R might reasonably be taken to be 1') + 20 log(30/R) dB below the
maximum possible power. This power might still exceed that used to
(successfully) acquire the aircraft, so we limit the interrogation power to
the lesser of the above expression and the power used for acquisition.

The resulting variation with range is shown in Fig. 4-10 and is
sumarized in the statement: the tnterrogatirrn power used for tracking is the
maximum power for ranges greater than 10 nmi and decreases as the square of
the range for ranges of less than 10 nmi: however it aever exceeds the
interrogation power used for acquisition.

For the issues of interest here, the altitude processing in the Track
state is identical to that used for the acquisition state. Thus the monitor
state is assigned to an aircraft under the same conditions as it would be if
the processing were occurring in tie acquisition state. These properties were
summarized in Fig. 4-9. Detailed descriptions of the system implementation

are given in (Ref. 7).

4.6 Dormant State

This state is assigned when the reply to an interrogation indicates that
the target cannot be a threat in range for a time that exceeds the threshold
TH. In such situations the aircraft should not he interrogated further until

* a time TE-TH has elapsed. It is for this time that the aircraft is assigned
to the dormant state.

At the end of the interval TE-TH the aircraft may possibly become a
0 threat again so its activity must then be monitored as is that of other

aircraft. That is, it must be assigned to the monitor state or purged from
the system. Somewhat better performance is obtained by assigning it to the
monitor state. This is particularly true f the file on the aircraft's
altitude and altitude rate is updated during the time it is assigned to the
dormant state and that information is retained when it is assigned to the
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Fig. 4-10. Track state interrogation power.
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monitor state. This approach will result in a larger number of aircraft being

assigned to the monitor state than would be if it were purged when the
interval TE-TH has elapsed. However, after assignment to the monitor state

from the dormant state, most aircraft are soon purged from the system in any
case. Thus assigning the monitor state to them does not stress the storage or
processing capabilities of the system.

4.7 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the surveillance processor is indirectly coupled to
the operational environment through the Interrogation limiting algorithm.

That coupling manifests itself through the value that is assigned to the HTL
used for the detection of squitters and Mode S fruit. Thus the performance of
the processor can be evaluated by first determining the MTL values for which
satisfactory collision protection is provided and then determining the value
that the HTL will assume in the operational environments of interest.

The results of the first step of that process are discussed here. The

conclusion is that satisfactory protection is provided when the HTL is raised
as high as 6 dB above the nominal value of -74 dm. As discussed in
Section 5.5, in the intended operational environments the PrTL will not be
raised by more than 6 dB at low altitudes or 3 dR at high altitudes. Thus the

system can provide the desired collision protection in the intended operating

environments.

4.7.1 Performance Goals

TCAS II is intended to provide collision protection in several different
operational environments. Here the extremes represented by the low-altitude
high-density environment and the high-altitude, low-density environment will

be used to measure the acceptability of the design described in Sections 4.1

through 4.6. The transition from low to high altitude occurs at an altitude
of 10,000 feet.

Below 10,000 Feet.- At altitudes below 10,000 feet TCAS II is intended to
provide co~llsion protection from aircraft on head-on collision courses at
relative airspeeds of 500 kts. In such encounters the -Threat Boundary" used

in planning evasive maneuvers is crossed 27 seconds before collision. It is
mandatory that the aircraft be assigned to the track state before that
boundary is crossed. To allow some time for the planning of evasive maneuvers

it is desired that, with a 90% probability, it be assigned at least five

seconds earlier.

The above goal should be met when the TCAS II is in an environment of
transponder-equipped aircraft that are uniformly distributed in an area out to

a range of 5 nmi with a density of 0.3 per ned 2 , and are uniformly distributed

in range beyond 5 nml. That is, the number, N(R), of aircraft within a range
R is given by:
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N(R) - 0.3 R2

* for R<5 min and by

N(R) - 7.5 (R/5)

for R 5 rmi.

Above 10,000 Feet.- At Pltttudes above 10,000 feet TCAS II is to provide
* protection against head-on collisions at closing speeds of 1200 kts, but the

peak density of aircraft to only 0.06 per rm1 2 At these speeds the threat
boundary is crossed 33 seconds before collision. Again to allow some time for

."-" the planning of evasive maneuvers, it is desired that the aircraft be assigned
to the Track state at least five seconds before the Threat Boundary is crossed
with a probability exceeding 90%.

The density of aircraft in which this requirement must be met is uniform
in area for ranges leas than 10 nmi, and is uniform in range for larger
ranges. That is, the number of aircraft, N(R), within a range R of the TCAS
is given by:

N(R)- R2

for RMI0 and by

' N(R) - 100 (RII0)

for R 10 a.

Other Considerations.- Several other factors Influence the system's
performance. These include: the number of other TCAS units operating in the
area, the fraction of the transponder-equipped aircraft that carry Mode S
transponders, the distribution of altitude and airspeed for those aircraft

*and, finally, the number of aircraft that are generating Mode C fruit. All
-. but the last factor influence only the value of the MTL used for the detection

of squitters and fruit. Since the MTL is treated as a free parameter in this
section, only the fruit level needs to be specified. A worst case assumption
is made that no Mode S ground sensors are operating near the TCAS-equipped
aircraft so the fruit envirorment is that associated with the given spatial

. distribution of aircraft when all of them carry ATCRBS trarsponders.

4.7.2 Models

Simulation models were combined with non-real time processing of flight
. test data to evaluate the system performance. Those evaluation@ involve 1)

the probability that a received signal of a given power level will be detected
in a given ATCRBS fruit environment, 2) the rate at which squitters and Mode S

-* fruit are generated by a transponder and 3) the distribution of the power
levels received by the TCAS and by the Mode S transponders it interrogates.

The model for the distribution of power levels was essentially that used
in earlier studies of BAS (Ref. 4). The exception was that the random
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scan-to-scan variation in the TAS power and sensitivity was eliminated so
that the dynamic performance of a single TCAS unit was described rather than
the static performance of an ensemble of such units. Squitters are generated
at the rate of one per second, by design, but the generation rate for Mode S
fUult depends upon the operational environment. This rate is conservatively
estimated at one per second.

The expression for the detection probability was derived from the results
available for an environment in which the ATCRBS transponders are uniformly
distributed in area. That expression is (Ref. 7. p. 9).

PD - P0(P) Pf (P-10 log(p/O.06))

where P is the received power level, Po(P) is the detection probability in the
absence of fruit, p is the (uniform) density of ATCKBS transponders and Pf{.I
:*s a function that accounts for the effects of ATCRNS fruit. The above
expression is for the situation in which error correcting decoding is not
employed. The approximate effect of error correction decoding is to replace p
by p/2, i.e., to reduce the fruit density by a factor of two.

The function Pfi*I has been determined by careful simulation for a
uniform ATCRBS environment but not for the environment of interest here.
However, a simple analysis suggests that in general Pf(" is given
approximately :y the expression

PflyJ - exp - N(y/2)

where N(y/2) is the average number of ATCRBS fruit that overlap a Node S
signal and that are received at a power level exceeding y/2.

For a uniform density of ATCRBS transponders the above approximation to
PfH. agrees reasonably well with the result obtained by simulation (Ref. 7,
p. 9). Therefore it was used for the non-uniform distributions specified in
Section 4.7.1.

4.7.3 Results

The performance of TCAS in the head-on encounters described in
Section 4.7.1 was evaluated by simulating the operation of the Mode S
surveillance processor and driving that simulator either with an RF link
simulator that generated the models described in Section 4.7.2 or with flight
test data recorded by the Airborne Measurement Facility (AMP) (Ref. 7).

The RF link simulator was used as the driver during much of the TCAS
development because It could be used to model a wide variety of situations.
Since those models did not include a number of possibly important effects such
a& multipath, the available flight test data recorded on AMF tapes during the
BCAS development was used to validate the overall performance of the system.
In particular, for the collision encounters specified in Section 4.7.1, the
probability that the aircraft would be assigned to the track state at least
t seconds before the projected collision time was determined from both the
flight test data and the link simulator.
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The denired probabilit:y waa obtained by configuring tie roiulator aid
driver for a head-on collimton at the desired airspeed. altitude, and fruit
environment. When the RF link simulator was used as a driver, this merely
entailed setting the rarameter values to the desired level. When the NOYF
tapes were used, the rate at which the recorded encounters were sampled was
adjusted to scale the apparent relative speeds to the desired value, and some
of the samples were corrupted to simulate the desired ATCRBS fruit
environment. A series of encounters were then run and analyzed to determine
the probability of Interest. The results are discussed below.

4.7.3.1 Low Altitude Encounter-

.' Figures 4-11 through 4-14 show the probability that an aircraft whose
maximum capable airspeed Is 300 ktn will be assigned to the track state at
least t seconds before collision when it is on a head-on collision course with

' the TCAS aircraft at an altitude of less than 10,000 feet with a relative
airspeed of 500 kts. A larger maxiuuia capable airspeed would cause the
aircraft to be assigned the track state even sooner.

The results are for the situation In which the peak aircraft density is
0.3 per ni 2 and both power programming and error correcting decoding are
employed. As will be discussed subsequently they ire also valid when the peak

* density is 0.15 and neither power programming nor error correction is used.
In each figure the projected collision time is taken to be zero and the time
at which the threat boundary is crossed is Indicated by a vertical line.

* 'Performance with the It? Link Simulator.- Figures 4-11 and 4-12 were
obtained by running 300 encounters wFEWth RF link simulator and plotting the
fraction of the runs fot which aircraft were assigned the track state at least
t seconds before the projected collision. Thus for the encounters described
by the rightmost curve in Fig. 4-11 all of the aircraft were assigned to the
track state about 20 seconds before the threat boundary was crossed.

Figure 4-11 applies to normal operation of the surveillance processor
with NTL's raised 6, 9, and 12 dB above nominal for the detection of Mode S
squitters and fruit. For HTL's raised by 6 and 9 dB, 90Z of the aircraft are

* assigned the track state about 20 seconds before the threat boundary is
crossed. The performance differs little for these values because nearly all
of the aircraft are assigned to the dormant state well before the threat
boundary is crossed and are reassigned to the monitor state only when they are
close to the threat boundary and the link reliability is even higher. Thus
the performance for these HTL's is determined by the time required to assign
an aircraft tn the track state when the link reliability is hi gh. In such
situations one can cause the aircraft to be assigned to the track state
T seconds earlier by merely increasing the threshold T1I from Its nominal value
of 41 seconds to 41 + T Seconds. This can be done so long as the aircraft are

*@ still detected and assigned the dormant state well before the new threshold is
crossed.
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* Fig. 4-11. Low altitude colision protection for normal
operation with MTL's of 6. 9. and 12dB.
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Fig. 4-12. Low altitude Collision protection with the bottom
antenna disabled for MTL's of 6, 9, and 12dB.
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Fig. 4-14. Low altitude collision Protection inferred
from 6 flight tests conducted over water.
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The situation changes when the HTL is increased by 12 dR. Then a
significant number of aircraft are not detected until the time-to-endanger is
less than TH and the performance curve is determined by the time at which the
aircraft are first detected. Even then the performance of the surveillance
processor is satisfactory in that 902 of the aircraft are assigned to the
track state 15 seconds before the threat boundary is reached. To provide a
scale of reference, it will be seen in Section 5.5 that the MTL increase does
not exceed 6 dB in the environments for which TCAS is designed to operate.

As indicated earlier, the RF link simulator used to obtain the above
results does not realistically model the effects of multipath and fades due to
shadowing. Some measure of the magnitude of these effects can be gained by
introducing a 20 dB fixed loss in the simulated bottom-mounted antenna. The
probabilities that were obtained when the encounters described above were
repeated with this loss inserted are shown in Fig. 4-12.

It is apparent from Fig. 4-12 that the loss of the bottom antenna has
very little effect upon the track probability when the HTL is raised 6 dB.
Essentially all of the aircraft are still assigned to the track state about
20 seconds before the threat boundary is reached. The effect of the added
loss is more pronounced when the NTL is raised 9 or 12 dB, but even then, at
least 90% of the aircraft are assigned to the track state before the threat
boundary is crossed. However, for an HTL increase of 12 dB, small changes in
the model for the system noises may cause significant changes In the time at
which 90% of the aircraft are in track. That is, the performance will be much
more robust when the MTL is raised 6 dB than when it is raised 12 d.

Performance with AMF Data.- Further evidence that the Mode S surveillance
processor will provde sat sactory collision protection for the head-on
encounters under discussion was obtained by driving the simulated processor
with AMF tapes of thirteen head-on encounters. The characteristics of the
encounters are described in Table 4-4. As discussed above the relative
airspeed and fruit environment were scaled to the values of interest here. In
particular, the encounters were speeded up to a closing speed of 500 kts
rather than the actutl airspeeds of the aircraft listed in the table.

The six encounters flown over water exhibited substantially inferior
performance compared to the flights that occurred over land at the same
altitude. This was probably due to multipath interference, but other causes
such as equipment failures cannot be ruled out. Because of the disparity in
performance between the two kinds of flights, the track probability was
determined for each set separately. Figures 4-13 and 4-14 show the results
obtained from the over-land and over-water flights, respectively, for NTL
increases of 6, 9, and 12 dB. Each figure also contains the curve from
Fig. 4-11 for an MTL increase of 12 dB.

The performance obtained with the over-land AMF tapes is very similar to
that obtained with the RF link simulatcr. This implies that the link
reliabilities in the over-land flights were large enough that the Dormant
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TABLE 4-4

CHARACTERISTICS OF RECORDED FLIGHT ENCOUNTERS.

AIRCRAFT

TCAS OTHER SURFACE

B727 BONANZA LAND
C580 C421

*C580 C172
C421 BONANZA
C421 C172
C421 tEROKEE
C421 CHEROKEE
B727 BONANZA WATER
C580 C421
C580 C172
C421 BONANZA
C421 BONANZA
C421 CHEROKEE ,

0

Note: All encounters were head-on at about 5,000 feet MSL.

0
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state was assigned well before the threat boundary was reached. In contrast,
the performance obtained with the over-water flights differed markedly from
the over-land performance at MTL increases of 9 and 12 dS, but was comparable
at an HTL of 6 dB. Detailed examinations of the records indicated that the
difference was caused by signal fades for which the link was unreliable at MTL
increases of 9 and 12 dB, but for which it was still reliable at an NTL
increase of 6 dB.

Conclusions.- Satisfactory collision protection against the stipulated
head-on encounter is provided in all situations when the TL is no more than
6 dB above nominal, and is not provided when the MTL is raised by 9 dB. If
the over-water AMF tapes were not included in the analysis, an PTL increase of
12 dB might be acceptable but the protection would then be sensitive to the

- details of the link disturbances.

The above conclusions are b1sed upon simulations in which the peak
aircraft density was 0.3 per nmo and both power programming and error

* correcting decoding were used in the surveillance processor. However, they
are also valid for a situation in which the peak aircraft density is 0.15 per
nmi2 and neither power programming nor error correcting decoding is used.
There are two reasons for this.

First, the parameters of the power programming were chosen so that they
did not compromise the collision protection provided by the system when the
MTL is fixed. Thus, the removal of power programming does not effect the
results presented in Figs. 4-11 through 4-14. Second, the aircraft density
influences the collision protection afforded at a given MTL setting only
through the ATCRBS fruit associated with it. Thus changing the peak density
from 0.3 to 0.15 will improve the performance by reducing the interference
from such fruit. As discussed in Section 4.7.2 that improvement has been
estimated to be equivalent to a factor-of-two increase in the argument of the
function Pf[.]. On the other hand, the elimination of error correcting
decoding has been estimated to be equivalent to a factor-of-two decrease in
the argument of Pf[.]. Thus the two factors cancel and the link simulator
parameters remain unchanged.

4.7.3.2 High Altitude Encounters

The collision protection provided at altitudes above 10,000 feet was
determined in much the same way as it was for lower altitudes.

Performance with the RF Link Simulator.- Figures 4-15 and 4-16 give the
probability that an aircraft rill be assigned to the track state at least

. t seconds before collision when it is on a head-on collision course with the
TCAS aircraft at an altitude of more than 10,000 feet with a relative airspeed

of 1200 kts and both aircraft have a maximum capable airspeed of 600 kts.
4
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Fig. 4-15. High altitude collision protection for normal
operation with MTL's of 0. 3. and 6 dB.-
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Fig. 4-16. High attitude protection with the bottom antenna
disabled for MTL's of 0,3, and 6dB.
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The results were obtained with the RF link simulator and are for the
situation in which the peak density is 0.06 per mil2 and both power
programming and error correction decoding are employed. For the reasons given
at the end of Section 4.7.3.1 they also apply to the situation in which the

peak density is 0.03 and neither power programming nor error correction is
used.

The interpretation of the figures Is similiar to that of Fig. 4-11 and
requires little elaboration. It is clear from Fig. 4-15 that when both
antennas are operating normally, the performance is satisfactory for HTL

increases of 0 and 3 dR, but not for 6 dB. For purposes of comparison in the
high-altitude environments for which TCAS is intended, the HTL will not exceed
3 dB.

A measure of the robustness of the above result is provided by Fig. 4-16
in which it is assumed that a fixed loss of 20 dB is inserted in one of the

antennas. Even with this loss, at least 90% of the aircraft are assigned to
the track state before the threat boundary is crossed when the MTL is raised
by 0 or 3 dB.

Performance with AMF Data.-Only two of the encounters listed in Table 4-4
were started at large enough ranges to be useful in evaluating the performance
of the surveillance processor against high-speed aircraft. For one of these

(C421, Bonanza, land) the track state was assigned 40 seconds before collision
for all three values of the tTL. For the other (B727, Bonanza, water) it was

assigned 40 seconds before collision when the PITL was raised by 0 and 3 dB and
33 seconds before collision when it was raised by 6 dB. These times are
consistent with those obtained with the RF link simulator.
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5. INTERFERENCE LIMITING

Interference limiting is carried out by each TCAS II unit to keep
interference effects to other systems at an acceptably low level. As
described in Chapter 2 (Sec. 2.1 and 2.5) the interference limiting standards

* previously developed for BCAS had to be toodified in the TCAS development
program for several reasons: (1) to provide for directional interrogation,
(2) to control self suppression, and (3) to control the fruit generated by
TCAS.

Interference limiting standards have been developed in a form suitable
for adoption as a National Standard. These standards, described in the next
section, are inequalities that specify maximum values of interrogation power
and interrogation rate. A given TCAS II unit conforms to these standards by
means of interference limiting algorithms (Sec. 5.2), which are not
standardized in detail. For example, a directional unit and an
omnidirectional unit may employ different interference limiting algorithms, as
long as the standar-s are satisfied.

5.1 Interference Limiting Standard

The interference limiting standards consist of three inequalities to be
satisfied by each airborne interrogator. They are summarized in Fig. 5-1.
The three inequalities correspond, respectively, to three interference
phenomena: (1) air-to-air effects on transponder reply ratio, (2) suppression
of the on-board transponder, and (3) generation of Mode C fruit.

These inequalities were originally derived analytically. Subsequently
they have been tested through a comprehensive and detailed simulation study at
the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) in Annapolis.

5.1.1 Derivations

The following derivations illustrate the nature of the issues involved.

5.1.1.1 Reply Ratio

A limit of 2Z has been placed on the reduction in transponder reply ratio
caused by TCAS II. This is a conservative basis for interference limiting
since a drop in reply ratio of 2% would not significantly affect the
reliability of tracking aircraft from a ground-based irterrogator.

" An initial question is how to allocate the 2% total into its two parts,
(1) effects on transponders in other aircraft, and (2) effects on own
transponder. The total could be divided into two fixed equal parts (1% each),
or into two fixed unequal parts, or into variable parts at the discretion of

* each manufacturer.

!, . A variable allocation would be undesirable since it could result in the
following situation. Imagine two populations of TCAS II interrogators, type A

* in which 1.9% of the 2% drop in reply ratio is allocated to suppression of
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I P(i) 280
( ) --- the SmAller of [ - , 18

-I1 250 NT + I

I
(2) M (i) 0.01 sec.

i-!

1 K ?A(k) 80
(3) - ---.. the smaller of[ - - 51

B k-I 250 NT + 1

where the variables in these inequalities are defined as follows:

I - total number of interrogations transmitted by own TCAS II in a

I-second period.

I - index numter for all interrogations; I - I, 2,..., I.

P(i) - total radiated power (in watts) from the antenna for the Ith
Interr~gation.

HT -nboard estimate of TCAS II interrogators within 30 imi, obtained by
counting TAS Broadcast Interrogations, detected with a transponder
receiver threshold of -74 dBa.

B = beam sharpening factor (ratio of 3-drB beamwidth to beamwidth
resulting fro.m interrogation sidelobe suppression).

M(i) - duration of the self suppression (or 'mutual suppression')
interval for own transponder associated with the ith interrogation.

K - total number of Mode C Interrogations transmitted by own TCAS II in a
1-second period.

k - index number for Mode C interrogations; k 1 1, 2t..., K.

PA(k) - total radiated power (in watts) from the antenna for the k11 Mode
C interrogation.

Fig. 5-1. Interference limiting standard.
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own transponder, and type B in which 1.9% of the 22 drop in reply ratio ia
allocated to sir-to-air effects. It follosm that the trasponders on all of
the type A aircraft would experience a total degradation considerably sore
than 2%. Such conditions are avoided if the allocation associated with each
effect is fixed and standardized.

The next question is whether the division should be into equal or unequal
parts. No reason has become evident to prefer allocating more than half of
the total to either of the two mechanisms, so the allocation adopted as the
standard is simple equality: 1% for each.

Derivation of the inequality to limit air-to-air effects to 12 begins
with an idealized situation, and then in a series of steps, removes the
idealizations one-by-one.

Step 1. Idealized Model. Imagine a population of airborne TCAS
interrogators, uniformly distributed with a density D (interrogators/mi2),

*all transmitting omnidirectionally, all transmitting at a power of 250 watts
* (the total amount radiated from the antenna), and all interrogating at a
* common rate I (interrogations/sec). The question is: what i the maximum

value of I such that the rate of interrogations received at a victim
transponder of MTL - -74 dB=, referred to the antenna (which is the nooinal
MTL), satifies:

(average reception rate) (35 s) 0.01

To answer this, it is necessary to know how many interrogators are within
range . Under the stated conditions, the interrogation range is 30 mI*.
Thus letting T(30) be the number of interrogators within a 30 ral radius:

average reception rate - T(30) I

where,

T(30) - (30 mi)2  D

Thus the maximum value of I is:

280

T(30)

Step 2. Other Power Levels. Generalize the situation by allowing the
interrogation power P to be any value, but the same for all interrogations.
The interrogation range becomes:

R - 30 nmi (P/250)1/ 2

*Interrogation range refers to the range at which the power margin is 0 dB.

Its value can be calculated (and confirmed to be 30 rol) using the method
given in Ref. 4, page 2.
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and the ma i. wm interrogation rate becomes:

280

T(R)

But since

'"R 2 p

T(R) - T(30) T- -(30)
30 250

- .the relationship limiting interrogation rate can be written:

P 280

250 T(30)

Step 3. A Mix of Powers and Rates. Generalize further by allowing
different rates and powers for different interrogators. Lach interrogator is
constrained to operate at some rate and power whose product satisfies the
result in Step 2. The issue is to show that the reception rate Is still the
sme as in Step 2, namely 280/sec.

Let fl, f2, f3 ,". denote fractions of the interrogator population
corresponding to different rate-power values.

The interrogators constituting the fraction fi transmlt at a rate -
and power - Pi, where:

Pi 280
L "" ( ) Ii . ...

250 T(30)

and where:

fl + f2 + f3 + ... - 1

- Since the density of type I interrogators is D fi, it follows that the
reception rate from all of the type I interrogations is 280fi. Thus the total

*0 reception rate is just:

280. + 280f., + 280f3 + *.. - 280

Step 4. Different Powers From Each Interrogator. Ganeralize further by
* allowing a mix of powers to be transmitted by any one interrogator providing

they satisfy:

p 280

250 T(30)
5
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where the summatton includes all the interrogatiovs in I second. The tscue is
to show that the reception rate is still 280/sec.

Let fl, f2 , f3,... be defined as in Step 3, and let Pjj and Iij denote
the power and rate of the interrogations transmitted by an interrogator of
type i and power level J. Since the result in Step 2 can be stated:

P
(reception rate --- x I x T(30)

at victim) 250

it follows that the receptions due to the i-j interrogations occur at a rate:

Pij
!ij x T(30) x fi

250

The total reception rate is the sum of such contributions:

(total reception Pjj
rate) x -- x Iij x T(30) x ft

i 250

Since the constraint on each interrogator causes the J-sumation to equal
280/T(30), the total reception rate is just:

(total reception 280
rare) x T(30) x fi a 280/sec.

i (30)

Step 5. Elevation Patterns. The results so far apply to idealized
onmidirectional antenna patterns. Now consider realistic elevation patterns
for aircraft antennas mounted on the top and bottom of the fuselage (still
omnidirectional in azimuth).

Elevation effects depend on which antennas are involved: whether
interrogations are transmitted from top and bottom, and whethet reception is
via the top and bottom antenna. The bottom-to-bottom case approximates the
ideal onmidirectional characteristics, since as elevation is increased above
0 degrees, the gain of the transmitting antenna decreases (due to increasing
obstruction by the fuselage) while the gain of the receiving antenna increases
(due to an improvement in the geometry relative to the ground plane). These

" two effects tend to counteract each other, and the same is true as elevation
* - is decreased. The resulting coverage pattern is similar to omidirectional,

except for being less at very high and very low elevition aigles. Thus the
limiting formula developed above may reasonably be applied to bottom-to-bottom

* interrogation, and may be expected to be conservative in the sense that the
total received rate will be somewhat reduced by the departures from the ideal
at very hig!. and very low elevation angles.
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In the case of transmission from a top antenna to a bottom antenna, the
coverage pattern is considerably different. It agrees with the
bottom-to-bottom coverage at 0 degrees but has more margin above and less

margin below. These two departures from omnidirectional behavior may be said
to counteract each other: for a given receiving transponder, those

. interrogators at lower altitudes contribute more (relative to omnidirectional
behavior), and those interrogators at higher altitudes contribute less. Here
again, the limiting formula developed above appears to be a serviceable

control on the total reception rate.

In regard to coverage, top-to-top links behave like bottom-to-bcttom
- links, while bottom-to-top links behave like top-to-bottom links. Thus it

seems reasonable to use the formula developed in Step 4, applying the formula
independently of whether the interrogations are transmitted from top or bottom

i antenna.

Step 6. Azimuth Patterns. The results developed up to this point apply
to interrogations transmitted onmidirectionally in azimuth. Now the situation
is generalized to include directional interrogation. Given that the
interrogators all satisfy the formula given in Step 4, the issue is two show
that the average reception rate is still 280/sec.

Decompose the total pnpulation of interrogations into:

* types of interrogators, i - 1,2,.

, classes of interrogations from tV e interrogators:

j - 1,2,3..., each class having a p, wer Pij and rate Iij

* subdivisions of the i-J interrogations into azimuth sectors small
enough to have approximately constant antenna gain, Gijk; let

"* Aijk be the azimuth width of this sector.

• -Since the result from Step 2 can be stated:

P
(reception rate --- x I x T(30)

at victim) 250

it follows that the receptions due to the interrogations associated with Gijk
are at a rate

Pij Aijk
("ijk reception rate) U -- x Gijk lij x - x T(30) x

250 3609

(total reception Pij Aijk
rate) =T(30) fi --- x lij x![I Gij k ....

i j 250 k 3600
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The k summation is just the average antenna gain in azimuth, which is unity.

Thus this expression reduces to the form treated in Step 4, and simplifies to:

total reception rate - 280/sec.

Step 7. Imperfect Knowledge of Density. Up to this point, the

constraint on rate and power:

P 280

250 T(30)

has been expressed in terms of the density D of TCAS interrogators, through
the factor

T(30) -w (30 nmi) 2 D

which is the average number of interrogating aircraft within 30 ni. The next

question addressed is how to implement this constraint, or an approximation to
it, on board each interrogating aircraft where an exact knowledge of D is not
available.

One obvious approach is to have each aircraft count the actual number of

interrgators within 30 rnI and use this count N as an estimate of T(30). This
would probably work well when T(30) is large, since some aircraft would by

chance obtain a higher than average value of N and others would obtain a lower

than average value. When T(30) is large, these chance deviations would be

small fractions of the mean value, so that the penalty resulting from a
larger-than-average value of N would not be severe, and furthermore the total
reception rate would be nearly the same as if each interrogator had used the
exact value of density. There is, however, a bias, due to the fact that:

1 1

average - >
N average (N)

the bias is in the direction which would increase interference if this simple
rule were used. The bias is small when T(30) is large, but can become

exceedingly large when T(30) is small. Consider the case in which some

interrogating aircraft obtains a count N-0. Then using the constraint:

P 280

250 N

this aircraft would be able to interrogate at arbitrarily high rates and
powers, and so a reception rate of 4 280/sec. could not be assured. This form
of limiting standard would be unsatisfactory.
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Consider the simple change of adding I to N.

P 280

250 N+I

This change effectively biases the total interferences back in the other
direction (reducing interference). It also eliminates the problem associated
with occurrences of N-0. Futheruore, this change has a negl gible effect when
T(30) becomes large, under which conditions there was no need for such a
change. This formulation, therefore, seems to be a satisfactory way of
dealing with the imperfect knowledge of density.

Step 8. Non-Uniform Aircraft Density. In reality, of course, aircraft
density is not uniform as has been the idealization throughout the above.
Higher densities around metropolitan areas are to be expected and have been
observed through measurements (Ref. 5).

Even where density is not constant, it seems reasonable to use the same
interference limiting standard as derived in Step 7. This limiting inequality
has a built-in adaptability to density; rather than being based on any
prespecified density, the inequality causes each interrogator to adjust to the
local density around that interrogator. For example, in any rezion where
there is a uniform rate of change of density, each interrogator would be
controlled by the average density in a region centered at that aircraft. A

.- victim transponder would receive interrogations from a higher density side and
a lower density side. The higher density side would have more numerous
interrogators, but with each transmitting at a proportionately reduced rate;
and vice versa for the low density side. Thus the total effect at the victim
transponder would be approximately the same as if the density were uniform.

5,..1.2 Suppression of Own Transponder

Suppression of own transponder can be limited to i% or less by
constraining::i MCi)

------ < 0.01
I sec.

where the summation is over 1 second, and where the extent of the on-board
transponder suppression period accompanying the ith interrogation, M(i), may
vary as a function of I. This is rewritten to appear in the limiting standard
in the form

?": M(i) C 0.01 sec.

5.1.1.3 Fruit

The basis for the fruit-limiting inequality is that the Mode C fruit
generated by TCAS should not be greater than 20% of the present peak

"* transponder reply rate. Such an increase will not significantly affect the
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performance of the ground-based surveillance system. Furthermore, the peak
reply rate has steadily declined over the last decade as a result of programs
to reduce overinterrogation. It is expected that this trend will continue and
that the rates will decline even more when existing sensors are replaced with
Mode S sensors.

Currently, the peak Mode C reply rate in areas of intense ground
interrogation activity is approximately 200 replies in a one-second period,
provided that all interrogators are operating normally (Ref. 8).
(Omnidirectional sensors interrogating at high rates, or sensors operating
without sidelobe suppression can result in reply rates considerably higher
than 200 per second; but these are not normal operating conditions).

Thus, for any transponder, the Mode C reply rate due to TCAS

interrogations, RRT, must be less than 0.2 times 200 per second. That is,

RRT- 40 per sec.

* RRT is proportional to the number of detectable whisper-shout sequences
received by the transponder each second (reduced by a transponder

.* beam-sharpening factor) and it is proportional to the average number of
replies transmitted by the transponder in response to each whisper-shout
sequence.

That is,

RRT - - x (SW) x (RPW) 4 40 per sec.,
I B

where B is the beam sharpening factor, SW is the total number of whisper-shout
sequences detected by the transponder each second, and RPW is the average
number of replies transmitted by the transponder in response to a

* whisper-shout sequence.

-" The significance of the beam sharpening factor is illustrated in Fig. 5-2
for a four-beam directional antenna. The area in which transponder replies
are generated is a subset of the area in which the whisper-shout
Interrogations can be detected, because the P2 beam-sharpening control pattern
suppresses transponders outside. (For example, measureents of the
Dalmo-Victor four-beam antenna indicate that the detection area is
approximately 20% larger than the reply area. So, for that antenna, B - 1.2).

Using reasoning identical to that of the derivation of the first
inequality presented above, the sum of the whisper-shout sequences detected
each second is

Pmax
SW (NT + 1) ,

250
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boundary of W-
__ detection area

I reply area
B detection area for W-S Interrogations

Fig. 5-2. Beam sharpening factor, B.
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W

- o.where NT is the number of other TAS units within a nominal 30-uai detection
range, and Pax is the power (in watts) of the highet-power interrogation
transmitted in each whisper-shout sequence.

In the specific whisper-shout sequence used in the December 1982
Los Angeles testing, Pax is one-fifth of the sum of the total radiated powers
for the individual Mode C interrogations, PA. That is

Pmax I PA(i)

250 5 1 250

This whisper-shout sequence has been experimentally determined to generate
approximately 2.5 replies per transponder on average; thus RPW - 2.5.

Substituting these factors into the above equations and rearranging terms
gives the third inequality in the standard form:

I PA(i) 80•-Z ---. --. -

B 1 250 NTA+1

To this inequality, a fixed upper limit is added to control
interrogations in cases when NT is small. This limit is based on the power
sum values (left hand side of the above inequality) for the particular designs
developed in this program, the designs tested in December 1982 in Los Angeles
(Fig. 3-15). These power sum values are

1 PA(i)
- I --- - 5 omnidirectional design
B i 250

2.5 directional design

The third limiting inequality becomes

1 PA(i) 80
- ---. ,the smaller of[ ,5-- ]
Bi 250 NT + I

Thus the limit on the right hand side remains constant as NT increases up to
15.

A similar fixed upper limit is added to the first limiting inequality.
Here again the value of the limit for NT - 15 is taken as a fixed upper limit
even for lover values of NT.

* P(i) 280
--- C the smaller of [ ---- 18]

Si250 NT+ I
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5.1.2 Interference Simulation

Following the analytical derivation of interference limiting standards,

these standards are being tested through an interference simulation conducted

by ECAC. This is a large scale simulation encompassing an extensive RF

- environment of many transmitters and receivers, while also including a
detailed representation of events at the microsecond level. A number of
scenarios in the Los Angeles Basin were simulated. The simulation includes

specific ground-based SSR's whose locations and transmitting characteristics
(such as transmitter power, antenna scan rate, and interrogation repetition
frequency) are taken from a Master File of existing interrogators. Aircraft

traffic is represented as a set of specific aircraft locations and types,
taken from the traffic model in Ref. 9. A very large amount of computer time
is required to run the simulation for each scenario. A detailed description
of the simulation is given in Ref. 10.

The simulated scenarios are In pairs: with and without TCAS activity.
-* The subject whose performance is being examined is the SSR at Long Beach. The

simulation determipes for each scenario:

0 % in track, the percentage of aircraft in track at a given time

• % updated, for the aircraft in track, the percentage whose tracks

. are are updated with a new measurement of range and altitude in a

. -given scan

* The main simulation results are in this form, relating to performance
attributes that may be evident to users (that is, to air traffic controllers
using the SSR displays). Simulation results were also generated for more
detailed performance attributes, such as reply ratio and fruit rate, which
would not be directly evident to users.

1030 MHz Broadcast. At an early stage in the simulation study it was

observed that there was a potential problem with interference limiting in
regard to the estimation of NT. NT is the means by which a CAS II unit
estimates the local density of TCAS II interrogators (Fig. 5-1). At that time
in the study, the concept for estimating NT was to count aircraft according to
receptions of their squitters (which are transmitted at 1090 MHz). It was
soon realized that this counting was made quite inaccurate by he effects of

"- fruit. As a result it was decided to change the concept for estimating NT to
I_ a technique based on 1030 MHz broadcasts. The interference conditions in the

1030 MHz band are much less severe. In this concept, each TCAS II ,nit
spontaneously transmits self-identifying broadcasts at a rate of one in 10
seconds. The simulation study showed that the NT inaccuracy problem was
overcome using this concept.

* Main results. The simulation study is not yet complete. Interim results

for the main performance attributes are given in Table 5-1. Results are given
for three traffic models, the highest density case having 743 aircraft within
60 nmi of LA International Airport. The middle case, 474 aircraft,
corresponds approximately to the high density condition for which TCAS II is
being designed.
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TABLE 5-1

INTERIM RESULTS FROM INTERFERENCE SIMULATION

Scenario Mein results

Avionics six
Total number -- - -- in track Z updated
of aircraft Mode A,C Mode S TCAS 11

328 752 252 0 79 95

328 752 14% 112 79 95

474 75Z 25% 0 80 92

474 752 142 112 80 92

743 752 25% 0 73 91

-743 7 5?. 14% 112 73 91

-5.1



These results show that the TCAS activity ha. no effect on SSR
performance. The bases from which the interference limiting standards were
derived are in fact low enough so that the presence of TCAS It aircraft in
large numbers would not be evident to users of ground surveillance equipment.

5.2 Interrogation Limiting Algorithm

For the specific TAS II designs developed for testing in Los Angeles,
the full power Mode C interrogations are at:

250 watts, omnidirectional design (Fig. 3-5)
* "80 watts, directional design (Fig. 3-15)*

The corresponding values of the Mode C power sum as limited by the
... standard are:

1 PA
-- -- 4.9, omnidirectional design
B 250 4.8, directional design.*

These are within the maximum limit of 5, but are not far below. Thus

these peak power levels are nearly the maximum values permitted by the
* standard.

The purpose of the interrogation limiting algorithm is to ensure that the
TCAS equipment conforms to the interference limiting standard of Section 5.1.
This is accomplished by controlling the nominal range at which the presence of
an aircraft is first detected.

To control the Mode C detection range the number of transmitted
whisper-shout levels is varied. If the range is to be reduced, the highest
power interrogation last used is omitted, therby causing some distant aircraft
not to receive an interrogation.

The detection range for Mode S-equipped aircraft is controlled by varying
the MTL used to detect squitters and fruit. As discussed in Section 4.4.3,
this variation is matched by a change in the power used to interrogate
aircraft assigned the acquisition state. The two controls are coordinated to
keep the detection range in the forward direction comparable in Mode S and

Mode C.

5.2.1 SLructure

The algorithm exercises control through the application of the four steps
that are discussed below and which are embodied in the flow diagram shown in
Fig. 5-3. The steps iavolve interference liwiting inequalities (1), (2), (3)

* given in Fig. 5-1. In evaluating these inequalities, 16-second averages of
the Mode S parameters are used, and current or anticipated values of the
Node C parameters are used.

* Obtained using Pmax - 320 watts x (90*/360*)- 80 watts, and 8 -

*90*/(3601/2.5), from Sec. 3.2.5.
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Fig. 5-3. Interrogation limiting flow diagram.
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given in Fig. 5-1. In eval'iating these inequalities, 16-second averages of
the Mode S parameters are used, and current or anticipated values of the
Mode C parameters are used.

The first step in the control process is to reduce the number of
whisper-shout levels tentatively scheduled for use during the present scan if

* either

a) Inequality (3) is violated, or

b) Inequality (1) or (2) is violated and the Mode S surveillance range of
the last scan does not exceed the Mode C surveillance range that would
result from use of the scheduled whisper-shout sequence.

Whisper-shout levels are eliminated in the order dictated by the design of the
Mode C processor and the number of levels eliminated is just large enough to
ensure that neither of the above conditions is satisfied. rT:e whisper-shout
level tentatively scheduled for use is initialized at that used on the last
scan.

The relative ranges for Mode S and Mode C surveillance are determined
from the estimated maximum power densities seen by head-on collision targets
with Mode S and Mode A,C transponders respectively. If the transponder
sensitivities were identical, the Mode S range would be sore or less than the
Mode C range according to whether the Mode S power density was more or less
than the Mode C density. Since Mode A,C transponders may have somewhat lower
sensitivities than Mode 3 transponders, the Mode C range is assumed to be
greater than the Mode S range if, and only if, the Mode C power density
exceeds the Mode S power density by 3 dB. The power density Is determined by
the power input to the antenna and the antenna radiation pattern.

The second step in the controlling process is to reduce the Mode S
"* interrogation power last used for acquisition by I dB and to increase the MTL

used to detect Mode S squitters and fruit by 1 dB if

c) Inequality (1) or (2) is violated and the Mode S surveillance range of
the last scan exceeds the Mode C surveillance range that would result
from use of the scheduled whisper-shout sequence.

Once such a change has been made the only other change allowed during the
ensuing 16 seconds is a reduction in the number of whisper-shout levels if
such is needed to satisfy Inequality (3). This 16-second freeze allows the
effect of the Mode $ changes to become apparent since the 16-second averages
used in Inequalities (1) and (2) then will be determined by the behavior of
the system since the change.

.* The third step is to add a whisper-shout level to those tentatively
* scheduled when it is not prevented by a 16-second freeze and the following

.* conditions are satisfied:
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d) Inequalities (1), (2), and (3) are satisifed and will continue to be
after the level is added, and,

e) The Mode S surveillance range of the last scan exceeds the Mode C
surveillance range that would result from use of the scheduled

.-sequence.

As many levels are added as possible without violating d) or e) above.

-. Finally, if condition d) above is satisfied, but condition e) is not, an
estimate (see 5.2.2) is made of the effects of Increasing the Mode S
interrogation power for acquisition by I dB and reducing the MTL for detecting
Mode S squitters and fruit by I dB. If the estimate indicates that
Inequalities (I) and (2) will not both continue to be satisfied, the 1 dB
change is not made. If the estimate indicates that they will both continue to
be satisfied, the I dB change is made and no further changes in either the
Mode C or Mode S parameters are made for the ensuing 16 seconds except as
described in connection with condition c).

5.2.2 Parameter Estimates

The estimate of the consequences of increasing the Mode S interrogation
power, and decreasing the MTL for detecting squirters and fruit, by I dB is
based upon the last available 16 second averages of the following Mode S
parameters.

PIA: the contribution to Inequality (1) of acquisition state
interrogations

PIT: the contribution to Inequality (1) of the track state interrogations

IA: the contribution to Inequality (2) of acquisition state
interrogations

IT: the contribution to Inequality (2) of track state interrogations

f: the fraction of aircraft in the track state that were Interrogated
with the maximum allowable interrogation power on the last scan.

The contribution of the different interrogations to the inequalities are
* separated because they are affected differently by the power change under

consideration. For example, the acquistion state contribution will always
increase, partly because the increased surveillance range causes more targets
to be acquired per unit time and partly because a larger interrogation power
is used for all acquisition interrogations. On the other hand, the track-
state contribution will change only if the interrogation power to some track-

*0 state aircraft equals the interrogation power used for acquisition. The
question is: what changes in these quantities are expected to result from the

".-. I dB changes in the HTL and the interrogation power used for acquisition?
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The changeIn IA. A 1-dH increase in power _ahould increcae the detection

range about 12X, from RO to 1.12 RO . To first order, the rate at which
aircraft are assigned to the Acquisition state should be proportional to range

- * so the percentage increase in the rate should be roughly equal to the increase
in detection range, i.e., 12%. Thus the estimated value of IA after the
change is 1.12 (A)" where (IA)* is the measured value nf 1A before the
change.

The change in PIA. Since the interrogation power has increased I dB, or

25% the eftimated valut of PIA after the change is (I.2 5 )(. 12 )(PIA)" or
1.4 (PIA) where (PIA) is the value of PIA before the change. To provide

- some margin against the oscilletion that might result from under-estimating
* these increases, the following estimates were adopted and are used in the

simulations described in Section 5.2.3.

IA 1 1.25 (LA) (4)

PIA -1.5 (PIA)" (5)

The changes in IT and PIT. If the interrogation power for all of the
aircraft assigned the track state is less than that used for acquisition,
neither IT nor PIT should change appreciably when the interrogation power for

* acquisition is increased I dB and the MTL for squitters/friit is decreased
1 dB.* The change should still be negligible when a small fraction of the
track state aircraft are interrogated at the acquisition power. Therefore,
for values of f no larger than 0.1 ic will be assumed that the values of IT
and PIT are not chaniged bY the I dB change in the MTL end acquisition
interrogation power. That is, for f no larger than 0.1,

'7I T - (IT)* (6)

PIT - (PIT)* (7)

where (IT)* and (P) are the values measured before the change in Mode S

parameters.

For values of f exceeding 0.1 the effect of the change upon IT and PIT
*. depends upon the distribution of aircraft and the conditions under which they

are assigned to the track state. For a uniform distribution of aircraft and
* for the surveillance algorithms discussed in Chapter 4, the number of aircraft
_* assigned to the track state will increase by about 252. That is, for f

greater than 0.1,

IT - 1.25(1 T ) (8)

* *Some changes will occur if additional aircraft are assigned to the Track

state.
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The change in the value of PIT depends in detail upon the distribution of
the track-state aircraft that are interrogated at maximusm power. For
simplicity, the change w'll be over-estimated by assuming that all Track statc
aircraft are interrogated at maximum power**. Then, for f greater than 0.1.

PiT - (1.25)2 (PIT)" - 1.5 (PIT)°  (9)

where (PIT)Y is the average value of P17 befoce the chaage in Mode S

parameters is mace.

Equations 4 through 9 provide the needed estimates of the effects of
changing the Mode S parameters upon Inequalities (1) and (2). To determine
whether or not the change is feasible, the average values of (A) , ( T ),

(PIA)* and (PIT) ° last used in evaluating the inequalities are replaced by the
values given in the above equations. Lf the inequalities ate still satisfied
the change is made. Otherwise, it is not.

5.2.3 Performance Evaluation

Two questions arise concerning the operational performance of the
interr.,gation limiting algorithms; do they cause the interference limiting
standard to be met and do they result it. a value of the MTL for which the
collision protection is satisfactory? These questions were answered by
simulation for the environments of interest. Ine cordlusion is that the
interference limiting standard is met and that the HTL for squitters and fruit
will be small enough to achieve the desired collision protection.

The aircraft environments in which the protection is to be provided are
discussed below. Then the essential features of the simulation are described.
This is followed by a discussien of the results obtained.

5.2.3.1 Operating Environments

The environments in which protection is to be provided were discussed in
Section 4.7.1. Two of them are low-altitude low-speed environments for which
it was found that the MTL could be raised by 6 dB without sacrificing the
desirtd protection. They differ in that one has a peak aircraft density of
0.3/nmi2 and pertains to the situation in which both error correction decoding
and power programming are employed while the other has a peak density of
0.15/nmi2 and is used when neither error correction nor power programmiig is
employed.

The other two environments involve high-altitude, hig'-speed encounters
for which it was found that an MTL increase of no more than 3 dB results in
satisfactory collision protection. One of these ecvironments has a peak
aircraft density of 0.06/nm,2 and is used when both error correction and power
programming are employed. The other applies when neither of these techniques
is employed and has a peak density of 0.03/nmi2 .

**For a uniform-in-area distribution, the error in the estimate is not large.
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In Section 4.7.1 several parameters of the operational environment were

left unspecified since they did not influence the performance quantities of

interest there. Those parameters, which will now be specified, are: the

number of other TCAS units operating within 30 mi of the CAS unit under

consideration, the fraction of the transponder-equipped aircraft that carry
Mode S transponders, the altitude distribution of those aircraft, and the

distribution of their airspeeds.

The number of other TCAS operating within 30 nmi is specified to be 30.
- The basis on which the other parameters were chosen is as follows. First, it

will be assumed that all of the transponders are Mode S. This is a worst-case

* assumption since, as the fraction of Mode S transponders increases, the MTL

for squitters and fruit increases, thereby reducing collision protection.

Two altitude distributions will be employed. In one the aircraft are

- uniformly distributed in altitude between two limits that can be specified
arbitrarily. In the other, their density is that shown in Fig. 5-4 which is

derived from measurements made at Long Beach, California and will be called
the Long Beach altitude density. In that measurement the altitudes of

aircraft above 14,500 feet were not recorded. The 15Z of the aircraft that
were found to be above that altitude are uniformly distributed from 14,500
feet to 40,000 feet.

The speeds of the aircraft are taken to be random variables whose
probability density varies with altitude. The density used at altitudes of
less Lhan 10,000 feet ieflects the large fraction of low speed aircraft that

are encounttred there. It is a truncated decaying exponential that begins at
* an airspeed of 70 kts and is of the form exp(speed/30 knots). For altitudes

abcve 10,000 feet a uniform density is employed with the range of speeds being

200 to 400 kts below 15,000 feet and 300 to 600 kts above 15,000 feet.

5.2.3.2 Simulation of the Envirorment

To evaluate the performance of the system, the motion of a TCAS-equipped

aircraft moving trrough the environments described above was simulated. The

" environments were simuldted by assigning random altitudes and airspeeds to the
aircraft. They were also assigned headings that were uniformly distributed

*around the compass and positions that were uniformly distributed within a
square whose size could be specified. The density was controlled by varying

the number of aircraft in the square.0

The TCAS aircraft flew at an assigned airspeed and followed an
arbitrarily specified altitude profile. The square moved along with the TCAS

aircraft which was always at its center. Each of the other aircraft

maintained a constant airspeed, altitude, and heading except when they reached
t'ie edge (f the square. Then they were removed from the simulation and

* reintroduced at a point on the opposite side of tile square with the same

airspeed, altitude, and heading.
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.lTe spatial density of aircraft that results from this simulation varies
slightly with time. Examples of that variation are shown in Fig. 5-5 for the
situation in which 200 aircraft with the Long Beach altitude density are
initially distributed over a square that is 25.75 nmi on a side. The speed of
the TCAS aircraft for this figure was 250 kts. For purposes of comparison,
the ensemble average density that would result from a uniform distribution of
aircraft is also shown. It is apparent from the figure that the simulation
provides a relatively constant and uniform density of aircraft.

The simulated environment described above was combined with the link
simulation described in Section 4.7.2 to create the signal environment in
which TCAS is intended to operate. Those signals were then used as inputs to
the simulation of the Mode S surveillance processor to determine the variation
in the MTL caused by the action of the interrogation limiting algorithm. The
results of those simulations are summarized below first for low-altitude
operations and then for high-altitude operations.

5.2.3.3 Low-Altitude Results

Representative simulation results for the low-altitude environment are
shown in Fig. 5-6. There the variation with time of the MTL used for the
detection of Mode S squitters and fruit is labeled MTL and the three curves
labeled "energy-, "number", and "fruit" are the normalized values of the
interference limiting inequalities given, respectively, by (1), (2), and (3)
of Fig. 5-1. The normalizations are such that an inequality is satisfied if
the value is no larger than one and is viclated if it exceeds one. The NTL
value in the figure is the deviation from nominal.

The figure is for a TCAS at 5,000 feet with an airspeed of 250 kts and a
maximum capable airspeed of 300 kts in an environment of 200 aircraft that
were initially distributed uniformly within a 25.75-nmi square. That
corresponds to an aircraft density of 0.3/nmi2 rithin the square. Altitudes
were assigned to the aircraft in accordance with the Long Beach altitude
distribution of Fig. 5-4. Firally, 30 TCAS aitcraft were operating within
30 nmi of the TCAS unit being simulated.

The salient features of the results are as follows. First, the
interference limiting inequalities are satisfied throughout the simulptioa.
Second, the largest of the three normalized limits is always nearly equal to

*_ one, so the largest possible surveillance range is being maintained. Third,
the MTL for the detection of squitters and fruit varies from its nominal value
by a maximum of 3 dB and is usually either 1 or 2 dB higher. Thus it is at
least 3 dB Less than the maximum increase of 6 d for which satisfactory
collision protection at low altitudes is assured.

* Throughout the simulation the number of whisper-shout levels used
remained constant, as can be inferred from tha invariance of the fruit limit.
Its value was 81. The MTL, rather than the number of whisper-shout levels,
changed because the estimated surveillance range for Mode S targets continucd
to exceed that for Mode C targets.
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Table 5-2 gives the interval over which the HTL varied In a series of
simulations that differ in varying degrees from the one just described. In
all of them the interference limiting inequalities were satisfied throughout a
200- to 300-second simulation.

The first row of the table corresponds to the simulation described by
Fig. 5-6. The second differs in that the aircraft were uniformly distributed
in altitude from 0 to 10,000 feet. Although the MTL change is affected by the
change in altitude distribution it retains small enough to provide

* satisfactory collision protection for the encounters discussed in
Section 4.7.

When the TCAS equipped aircraft is either climbing or descending, the MTL
can increase beyond the values just discussed because aircraft are assigned to
the Acquisition state as the altitude hand about the TCAS sweeps over them.
Row three of the table shows this effect when the TCAS-equipped aircraft
descends from 11,000 feet to 5,000 feet at a rate of 3,000 feet per minute in
the Long Beach altitude environment. The descent causes the *TL change to
peak at 5 dB. An examination of the simulation record showed that th. peak
persisted for about 70 seconds.

Altitude changes have a more significant effect when they are more rapid
or involve a descent from a low density airspace into a high density airspace.
Then the number of aircraft assigned to the Acquisition and Track states

*increases, in part, because they enter the altitude band at a greater rate
and, in part, because the rate at which aircraft enter the band exceeds the
rate at 'ihich they exit from it. This is illustrated by the fourth row of the
table which describes a descent from 15,000 feet to 5,000 feet at a rate of
5,000 feet per minute for the Long Beach altitude distribution. The
corresponding variations of the WTL and the three normalized interference
limiting inequalities are given in Fig. 5-7. Note the peak transient value of
6 dB for the WrL change as the processor attempts to interrogate all of the
aircraft that have suddenly become potential collision threats. Even at this
peak value the desired collision protection is provided. Moreover if the

- maximum capable airspeed were larger than 300 kts, the initial value of the
MTL would be increased and its peak value would be further decreased.

The next three table entries show the benefits of power programming and

error correction decoding for the situation described by Fig. 5-6 and the
first row of the table. If error correction decoding is used, but power
programing is not, the MTL will vary from 5 to 6 dE above nominal rather than
from 0 to 3 dB. This is still acceptable, bu, little margin is then left to
allow for transients during descents. If neither error correction decoding

* nor power programming is used, the MTL remains at 6 dB above nominal. The use
of power programming alone causes the MTL to to vary from 2 to 4 dB above
nominal.
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TABLE 5-2

VARIATION OF KTL FOR A LOW ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENT

Variation of MTL for a TCAS with an airspeed of 250 Kts and a maximum
'" capable airspeed of 300 Ks in an environment of 200 aircraft. Thirty

other TCAS are operating within 30 mat. Except, as noted the aircraft
are initially distributed according to the Long Beach altitude density
and are uniformly distributed in a square of width 25.75 rmt, to give a
density of 0.3/n=t 2 , and error correction de:oding and power
programming are used.

MTL
TCAS ALTITUDE PROFILES VARIATION NOTES

Level: 5,000 ft 0-3 dB
Level: 5,000 ft 2-4 (1)
Descent: 11,000 to 5,000 ft; 3,000 FPM 1-5
Descent: 15,000 to 5,000 ft; 5,000 FPH 1-6
Level: 5,000 ft 5-6 (2)
Level: 5,000 ft 6 (3)
Level: 5,000 ft 2-4 (4)
Level: 5,000 ft 2-4 (5)

() Uniform altitude density 0 to 10,000 ft

(2) No Power Programming

(3) Neither Power Programming Nor Error Correction Decoding

(4) No Error Correction Decoding

* (5) Neither Power Programming Nor Error Correction Decoding, 38-nmi Square,
Aircraft Density 0.14/hai

2
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Although a TCAS that employs neither error correction nor power
programming is not intended to provide collision protection in the density of

aircraft disctssed above, it is intended to provide such protection when the
peak density drops to 0.15/nmi2 . As indicated by the last row of tfle table,
the MTL will not increase by more than 6 dB; hence the desired protection will
be provided.

5.2.3.4 igh Altitude Results

Figure 5-8 shows the variation of the normalized interference limits and
the MTL for the extreme situation Jn which a TCAS-equipped aircraft with an
airspeed of 600 kts descends from an altitude of 29,000 feet to an altitude of
11,000 feet at a rate of 5,000 feet per minute in an environment of 200 other
aircraft of which 30 are TCAS-equipped. The aircraft are initially
distributed uniformly over a 57.3 by 57.3 nmi square, and are distributed in

" altitude according to the Long Beach density. The figure corresponds to the
situation in which both power programming and error correction are employed.
The MTL is nominal for most of the descent but increases by 3 dB as the

v aircraft descends into the more densely populated airspace below 14,500 feet.

Thus, the performance is acceptable even in this extreme situation.

The interval over which the MTL varies in a number of situations is given
in Table 5-3. The first row of the table applies to the situation just
described and the second differs from it in that the WAS altitude is constant

* at 25,000 feet. In the later instance the MTL does not change during the
* entire simulation.

The third row applies when the TCAS altitude is 11,000 feet instead of
25,000 feet. It reflects an unrealistic situation in that the WAS airspeed

is taken to be 600 kts at this altitude. However, it is a useful example in
that it illustrates tne inability of any system to satisfy the interference
limiting standard and provide collision protection in all situations. In
particular, the peak value of the MTL change is 4 dB which exceeds the value
for which collision protection can be assured. An examination of the

simulation record shows that this peak persisted for one 30-second period out
of 300 seconds. Thus even in this unrealistic situation a substantial amount
of protection is provided.

In the above simulations only a very small fraction of the 200 aircraft

had altitudes near enough to that of the TAS aircraft to be interrogated by
it. A measure of the number of co-altitude aircraft against which
satisfactory collision protection can be provided is given by row four of the
table. It indicates that the MTL will not exceed 2 dB when 30 other TAS-
equipped aircraft are co-altitude with the TCAS unit in question and are
contained withir a square of width 57.3 mii.

Row five of the table provides another measure of the system's
robustness. It applies to the situation in which a TCAS-equipped aircraft at
25,000 feet overfliew a high density terminal area containing 200 aircraft
within a 25.75 runi square corresponding to a density of 0.3/nmiA. These
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aircraft are distributed in altitude according to the Long Beach density and
30 of them carry operating TAS units.

" The above results are for systems that employ error correction decoding
and power programing. As discussed in Section 4.7.1, systems that employ

* "neither are intended to provide satisfactory collision protection at aircraft
"" densities of at most 0.03/1m 2 with no more than 15 TCAS units operating

within 30 rui. That is, the MTL change should not exceed 3 dB under these
conditions. The entries in rows six and seven of Table 5-3 show that
protection is provided under these conditions even when the TCAS aircraft

,. descends from 29,00 feet to 11,000 feet at 5,000 fpm. Indeed the HTL remains
"- nominal throughout the descent.

5.3 Transponder Suppression

Airborne measurements of interrogation backscatter have been carried out
to assess the required duration of self suppression from the TCAS interrogator
to the on-board Mode S transponder.

5.3.1 Need for Re-examination of Mutual Suppression

To avoid interference between the various L-band transmitters on an
aircraft (for example, a DKE interrogator and an SSR transponder), it is
common practice for them to interact through an arrangement of "mutual
suppression". When such a unit transmits at L-band, it supplies a suppression
pulse to a mutual suppression bus. Each system receiving the suppression
pulse can make use of this information to disregard any receptions during this

"- brief period, often simply by gating off the receiver for the duration of the
-"- suppression pulse.

In TCAS II it is appropriate for the TCAS II interrogator to suppress the
" onboard Mode S transponder, both of which operate at the same radio frequency

(1030 MHz). During the BCAS development program it was realized that the
-o transponder chould be kept in suppression for considerably longer than the

duration of the transmitted interrogation because backscattered echos from the
terrain beneath the aircraft would often cause the transponder to reply. Such

*replies interfere with TCAS surveillance, both because of the addition to the
fruit enviro,.ment they consitute and because they occur in the active range
window of the BCAS or TAS receiver.

The duration of transponder suppression in the BCAS design as
. conservatively set at 200 us, and extensive airborne testing showed that this
. period was long enough to prevent self interrogation. As BCAS evolved Into

TCAS, this suppression time needed to be reexamined because of the increase in
• the number of interrogations per second.

Measurements. Dir.ct measurements of interrogation backscatter were made
using the Airborne Measurements Facility (AHF). Mode C and Mode S
interrogations were transmitted alternating between top and bottom antenna,
and all pulses detected it 1030 MHz were recorded.
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TABLE 5-3

VARIATION OF MTL FOR A HIGH ALTITUDE EtlVIROMUENT

Variation of the HTL for a TCAS with an actual and maximum capable
airspeed of 600 Kts. Except as noted the environment contains 200
aircraft that are initially distributed according to the Long Beach
altitude density and are uniformly distributed within a 57.3 rmI square
to give a density of 0.06/nmi2o error correcting decoding and
power programming are used, and 30 other TCAS are operating within
30 nmi.

NfL
TCAS ALTITUDE PROFILES VARIATION NOTES

Descent: 29,000 to 11,000 ft; 3,000 FPM 0-3 dB
Level: 25,000 ft
Level: 11,000 ft-4
Level: 25,000 ft 0-2 (1)
Level: 25,000 ft 2-3 (2)
Level: 25,000 ft 0 (3)
Descent: 29,000 to 11.000 ft; 5,000 FPM 0 (3)

(1) 30 co-altitude aircraft in the environment (not Long Beach); density
0.01/nm 2

" (2) 25.3 nmi square giving a density of 0.3/nmi2

(3) 100 aircraft, density 0.03, 15 TCAS; neither power programming nor error
correction decoding employed.

.

* •4
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These measurements were carried out using a Cessna 621 aircraft in the
*Boston area. Two flights were conducted, one for Mode C interrogations, the

othar for Mode S interrogations. The Mode C interrogctions consisted of two
whisper-shout suppression pulses followed by two Interrogation pulses (SI, S2,
P1, P3) transmitted oanidirectionally at 250 watts total radiated power. In
each flight, the measurements began at takeoff, after which the aircraft
climbed to 12,000 ft. altitude, then proceeded toward the ocean, continued for
a period over the ocean, while descending, and then returned and landed. At
the time of the flights (2 March 1982) there was snow cover over a portion of

- [the route.

'- Results. The results of these airborne measurements are shown in
Figs. 5-9 and 5-10. Shaded regions in these figures indicate the time periods
during which significant receptions were evident.

Certain patterns in the data are recognizable. For example, at the tlue
of crossing from land to ocean in the Mode C flight, there appears to be an
echo of the transmitted P3 pulse, received at a time 25 lie after the P3

0
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tranmissions. This agrees with the calculated delay time for an echo
* - reflecting from the oce; surface directly beneath the aircraft. The fact

that this echo was seen for a bottom antenna interrogation and not for a top
antenna interrogaticn is not surprising, and the fact that the P3 echo is

N evident over water but not over land also is reasonable.

The region of significant reception did not extend beyond about 100 us
following the start of interrogation. This was true throughout the flights:
at all altitudes and over ocean aa well as land. Considering top and bottom
antennas separately, and considering Mode C and Mode S separately, the
resulting limits of backscatter duration were:

50 us -- top antenna, Mode C
60 us -- bottom antenna, Mode C
70 us -- top antenna, Mode S
90 Us -- bottom antenna, Mode S.

In view of the wide range of altitudes and surface reflection conditions
*experienced in these flights, it seems unlikely that the extent of backscatter

* - will exceed these values in operational use of TCAS II. Thus, these values of
transponder suppression duration we:e adopted in the TCAS II baseline design.

These time periods are much less than the 200 us time period used in
BCAS. Th-ey are small enough so that they easily saLisfy the self-suppression
limiting constraint. Thus it is not necessary to pursue the possibility of
modifying the transponder's interrogation decoder (Sec. 2.5).

-..
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APPE1NDIX A

MEASURED RELIABILITY OF RLkLY DECODING

Bench rests were undertaken to determine the reliability of Mode C reply

detection and decoding when overlapping replies are received. These tests,
performed on the Lincoln Laboratory TEU, were intended to provide a basis for
standards against which other reply processor equipment can be compared.

The TEU was supplied with an input of three replies overlapping in time

by various amounts. The replies were input at RF, and were non-coherent. In

each of 22 tests, the amounts of reply overlap were varied systematically in
the manner shown in Fig. A-1. In different tests, different combinations of

reply code, reply carrier frequency, and received reply power level were used,

as listed in Table A-I. Note that in tests I through 6, the reply codes
(6020, 4030, and 4420) contain three information pulses each. In the
remaining slxcaen tests, the reply codes (6520, 4760, and 6730) contains 5, 6
and 7 information pulses respectively, which may be expected to cause more
severe reply garbling.

Each test consisted of a large number of trials. The data from each test
was analyzed to determine the percentage of trials in which reply A was

detected at the correct range and also the percentage of trials in which reply

A was detected at the correct range and correctly decoded. These same
percentages were also determined for reply B and reply C. The results are
given in Table A-2.
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" TABLE A-I

REPLY PROCESSOR TEST CONDITIONS

Test Overlap Reply A Reply B Reply C

Test Timing Code Ri Power Code RF Power Code RF Power
NO. (Fig. A-i) (ABCD) (MH) de) (ABCD) (Mz) (d o) (ABCD) (MHz) (dBm)

I X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1093 -63 4420 1090 -57
2 X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1087 -63 4420 1090 -60
3 X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1093 -63 4420 1087 -57
4 X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1093 -63 4420 1087 -60
5 X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1087 -63 4420 1093 -57

06 X 6020 1090 -60 4030 1087 -63 4420 1093 -60
7 6520 1090 -60 4760 1090 -60 6730 1090 -60
8 z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -60 6730 1090 -60

10 Z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -60 6730 1090 -63
10 z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -60 6730 1090 -63
11 T 6520 1090 -60 4760 1087 -60 6730 1090 -57
12 z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1087 -60 6730 1090 -57
13 Y 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -57 6730 1087 -63
14 Z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -57 6730 1087 -63
15I Y 6520 1090 -60 4760 1087 -57 6730 1093 -63
16 Z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1087 -57 6730 1093 -63
17 Y 6520 1090 -60 4760 1090 -63 6730 1087 -60' 18 z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1090 --63 6730 1087 -60

19 Y 6520 1090 -60 4760 1090 -57 6730 1093 -60r""20 Z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1090 -57 6730 1093 -60

21 Y 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -63 6730 1087 -57' 22 z 6520 1090 -60 4760 1093 -63 6730 1087 -57
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TABLE A-2

TEST RESULTS

Teet Reply B Reply C
No.

Detection Decodin& Detection Decoding Detection Decoding

1 97 65 76 41 99 67
2 98 71 94 62 98 63
3 97 65 80 42 98 65
4 98 65 87 48 98 65
5 98 71 89 53 99 63
6 99 72 94 61 99 63
7 89 62 64 49 86 60
8 96 60 93 48 93 60
9 90 62 66 49 86 59

10 97 61 95 50 93 59
II 89 61 64 48 88 63
12 96 60 94 47 96 64

"13 89 62 65 50 86 58
14 97 62 95 51 93 59
15 89 62 65 50 86 59
16 97 62 95 50 93 60
17 90 62 63 48 89 64•18 97 61 92 44 96 64

- 19 89 61 64 49 87 61

20 96 59 94 47 95 63
21 90 63 64 48 89 63
22 97 61 94 45 96 64
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